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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this Action Research Project was to take a step back and thoroughly analyze data
sets to see if my planning and teaching was reflective of a positive classroom environment. More
specifically, I examined differentiation techniques, best practices in physical education and my
teaching philosophy goals in relation to embracing diversity and student voice in order to create
a positive classroom environment. Before collecting any data sets, I took a deep read through the
research to see what the best practices in elementary physical education, what differentiation
techniques should be used, how to incorporate those techniques and why specific best practices
are successful. The next step was to gather data of my own teaching and planning. This was
gathered from lesson plans as a student and full-time student teacher, observation notes from
mentor teachers, EdTPA commentary forms and interview transcripts from teachers and
administrators. Through analysis of each of these data sets, action research has demonstrated
improvement in my planned differentiation techniques, my frequency and usage of best practices
in physical education and the specific implementation of my teaching philosophy goals to all
work together in creating a positive classroom environment with my students so that we are
fostering an environment of growth and positivity. These results point to me as a continued
learner and educator. While the results show a positive outcome, I know I am a lifelong learner
and hope to continue this path of growth as I continue educating and learning alongside my
students.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
My Philosophy
“To teach is not to transfer knowledge but to create the possibilities for the production or
construction of knowledge.” (Freire, pg. 28, 1968). Paulo Freire wrote the previous statement,
and this is part of the foundation of my philosophy of teaching. I am not here to teach content
and expect that my students just learn and retain information, I am here to set them up for
success and to be independent learners who strive to improve in the best way for their
development.
Looking at a scientific level, we all create neuronal web connections for every piece of
information, skill, movement and emotional connection in our brains, among many others. I
believe that learning will occur when my students have created positive neuronal webs regarding
school, teaching, learning and their academic experiences. I will create a learning environment
that embraces my student’s emotions and feelings, so they are set up for success and growth. If
their initial emotion when thinking of school is negative, they are not open for learning, growth
or positive experiences. I will foster an environment where my students feel safe, trusted and
loved. I will encourage an environment of uncomfortable, but positive, change and growth so
that my students see themselves reaching those high expectations they will set for themselves. As
humans, emotions drive our actions, and it is my personal responsibility to set up an environment
where my students have positive emotions within my class so that they take their positive
learning experiences and knowledge and continue to apply it to their life in many other areas
outside of academics.
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Referring to Freire, once I have set up a positive learning environment and my students
have begun to create positive emotions surrounding their education, I can then continue to create
bridges for my students to cross on their own and be in charge of their learning. Learning will
occur in my students on their time, and it is my expectation that, as an educator, I have set them
up to be successful and in charge of their learning experiences and foster their growth. Once they
have been able to create those positive connections and begin to cross those bridges that I have
facilitated for their learning and growth, they can then take the next step and create their own
bridges of learning and growth and apply their knowledge and experiences throughout their life.
How I View Teaching
In order to be a successful teacher, I must embrace the fact that I will continue to be a
learner and that my students are also teaching me and driving my instructional methods and
differentiation techniques. Freire (1968) describes that educators who teach, must also learn in
the act of teaching, and whoever learns, must teach in the act of learning. I believe that teaching
is an ongoing process and the relationship between teacher and student and the application of
what is being taught and learned is critical for continued growth. If my students are not able to
learn on their own and apply their learning, what am I teaching for? I want my students to be in
charge of their learning and growth and that learning and growth to continue throughout their
life, not just stop after their educational experience has finished.
To teach is to provide new or expanded information for all students to learn and in an
environment where they can all be successful. The classroom environment will play a large role
in how I teach and ensure that my teaching is reaching students of all levels. I will help every
student continually add neuronal webs in a way that is individual to them for that day. I know
that my students may learn best by visuals one day and may learn that same concept better
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kinesthetically the next. We are all evolving, and our preferences may change based on
innumerable amounts of variables and I will be conscientious of those variables and fluctuations
in my students as well as in my teaching and learning. I want to give my students messages they
understand and want to dive deeper into versus teaching them a vocabulary word and testing at
the end to see if they can define the word. If I give them opportunities to define that vocabulary
word in applicable terms to their life and style of learning, they are creating those positive
neuronal web connections in the process and are storing that information on their own. I like to
think of it like a student’s desk. If they leave their desk at the end of the day with papers and
materials cluttered all over and things stacked on top of each other and I go in after they leave
and organized their papers by content, put their pencils in one spot and their dry erase markers in
another, they will come back to an organized desk but have no idea where everything is without
digging. If I give them information and tell them how to learn it and where to store it, they must
go find it in their brain where I told them to put it. If they take new information and concepts,
practice and apply them how they learn best at that moment, they can find that information
instantly. Every student will organize their desk differently, stack papers in a different order and
place pencils and pens in a variety of places. If I ask that student to grab something and they
have put it away, they can find it quickly and without assistance. That is how I teach. I want my
students to be independent learners and take charge of their learning. It is my responsibility to
show them multiple ways of organizing their desk and a variety of ways to build bridges to new
information and skills, so they are able to do it on their own with success, courage, strength and
fun; a love of learning is my ultimate goal.
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How I View Learning
My view on learning stems directly from my view on teaching. I, as the teacher, will
show them bridges to cross and ways to absorb new information and organize it and, as the
student, they will be able to take that new information and store it where it fits best in their brain
and cross those bridges, I have helped set up for them to go from hearing and practicing to
learning. As my students cross those bridges, they are learning new information, concepts,
emotions and skills and able to retain it all as they are in the driver seat of their education and
learning.
I believe that I am a guide to my students learning. It is my responsibility to lead
alongside them and help them to be set up for success and it is their responsibility to learn; I
cannot force learning upon anyone just as no one can force learning upon me. It is something we
do in our brains that is specific to us, something that we want to do. I don’t learn to understand, I
understand to learn. I want my students to understand these bridges, these ways of learning, so
that they are able to learn, both in my gym and in their lives outside of school.
How I View Educational Learning Theories
Educational learning theories come down to three main categories: Behaviorism,
Cognitivism and Constructivism. I believe that each of these theories play a role in teaching and
learning. I use the principles behind the behaviorist theory in conjunction with a PBIS (Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports) system to explicitly teach and discuss expectations in our
gym/class and what consequences happen if those expectations and rules are not met. The
number one priority within my physical education program is safety of my students and myself
and anyone else in our facility. Having a PBIS System ensures that if those expectations are
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broken and safety is not happening, a consequence will occur to ensure that behavior is not
happening again.
In regard to learning content knowledge and applying physical activities, techniques and
movements, I use a combination or a cognitivism and constructivism approach in that I am more
of a facilitator of knowledge and techniques of how to use that knowledge but my students are
the lead on how they take that knowledge in and apply it. I want my students to be the lead in
their learning and I will guide them through strategies to keep them successful and making
growth. I want my students to be self-motivated and independent learners who want to push
themselves and if they are wrong or fall short of their goal, they are open to evaluation, change
and trying again.
I am a firm believer that all students are unique in their learning, and I am unique in my
teaching which is why I encompass a variety of teaching and learning theories. I am also very
open to change, and suggestion based off what my students needs are and ensuring a positive,
safe and fun learning environment is present.
My Goals As An Educator
I am doing something wrong if my students are not learning. That is the baseline of my
goals as an educator. I want my students to learn, and I want my students to know that learning
occurs in many forms, for varied durations of time, through different means and throughout our
entire lives. I want my students to have growth and success. I want my students to be brave and
be ok with failure but to be strong, see what went wrong, and try a new way of learning until
they reach the goals they have set for themselves.
My first goal is to help my students begin their learning experience by creating those
positive neuronal webs in relationship with learning and trying new things. The foundation of a
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positive learning experience is to start each day firing happy neuronal webs throughout our
brains and ensure that becomes routine for them. Each day, they should walk in our class and
feel happy, positive, excited, and even a little nervous or anxious about the learning and fun we
are going to encounter, even if it will be hard. I want to create strong individuals who take charge
of their learning.
The foundation of my goals relies heavily on INTASC Standards one through three;
Learner Development, Learning Differences and Learning Environments. This is a learning step
for myself, as the teacher, to know my students and for my students to know me. We will set our
expectations as a team and create consistent routines and strategies for continued growth,
together. These standards continue to be at the forefront of my goals and steps as an educator but
until those standards are addressed and we are set up to start in a positive and safe environment,
the rest of the standards are not yet introduced. From there, my goals stem for Content
Knowledge and my Instructional Practices; Standards four through eight. I have goals for my
students in relation to content specific knowledge and skills in the physical education classroom
that I want them to be ready to learn that knowledge and know how to apply it to their lives and
learn it in a way that makes them most successful. My goals will also be an evolving document. I
am a learner in this process as well, and my students and I will set goals, surpass goals, and even
fall short of goals. However, as a team, we will have a foundation built so that we can stand up,
evaluate, and set more goals.
Conclusion
Teaching is not simply delivering knowledge; you must have a passion for all that it
encompasses. I am excited to embrace every avenue that I must go down to be a successful
teacher and help guide my students to be successful learners. We all bring our own diversity and
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unique sense of being a human and I will ensure that each one of my students embraces their
uniqueness and is open to growth, change and fun.
As I stated previously, taking the role of an educator I will be consciously aware that I am
learning while I am teaching and while my students are learning they are also teaching myself
and others simultaneously. My students and I will be a working document of learning and
teaching on a solid foundation of positive neuronal web connections.
Taking a deeper look at the base of my philosophy of teaching is where my research
questions stemmed from in the study. There are three main questions I want to focus on in regard
to my teaching and these questions are because of my philosophy of teaching. The first is that of
differentiation. This is a technique that stems across all walks of teaching. I want to see that my
teaching is responsive to my students needs so that I am setting them up in a positive learning
environment to ensure their needs are met, at the level they are at individually.
The second question surrounds best practices in physical education for creating a positive
learning environment. My philosophy of teaching is deeply rooted in the classroom environment
as it is the solid foundation that sets up my students for growth and success. I want to see that my
teaching is a reflection of my students being engaged and taking risks to discover personal
growth.
The final question focuses directly on my philosophy goals of embracing diversity,
differentiation and student voice to create a positive classroom environment regarding my
planned lessons. I want to see that my lessons are strategically planned to encompass each of
those aspects from each of my students in an environment where we are all comfortable. When
my philosophy of teaching is at the root of everything I do, I am hopeful that my lessons,
teaching and feedback will be a reflection of that through this study.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at the classroom environment in physical education at the elementary level. I
searched for research on classroom environment in conjunction with differentiation, teaching
strategies and physical education pedagogy because setting up your classroom environment is
like building the foundation of a new house; it must be solid. I also searched for studies on
effective instructional techniques to encourage independent learners because creating students
who are critical thinkers and internally motivated will set them up for a future of success and
growth. Additionally, because I would be studying my own practice and focusing on physical
education at the elementary level, I looked for studies that indicated the kinds of instruction that
are effective for creating independent learners who will use their knowledge to lead physically
active lifestyles and to see if there was any research on the lasting effects of physical education
knowledge and students having a long term active lifestyle that they enjoy and want to continue
to expand. So much of physical education has been based on the old way of teaching and focused
on sports and physical fitness which does not fit the needs and, more specifically, the wants of
the students. I want to explore the research behind a classroom environment that encompasses a
movement-based curriculum for students and change physical education in elementary schools to
a frame of thinking surrounding movement because our bodies were made to move.
Procedures for the Literature Review
I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria. Starting my search
with a focus on just classroom environment yielded over 150,000 relevant articles. In order to
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narrow my findings and make them more specific to this research project, I then focused my
review efforts on articles that discussed differentiation techniques specific to the elementary
school-aged students in the physical education gym. From there, I looked for articles that
supported sub-themes that emerged from the major articles in my literature review. These subthemes are: 1) differentiation in physical education surrounding the classroom environment, 2)
teaching strategies that encompass active student learning, and 3) motivation techniques for
creating a movements-based curriculum for increased student participation and longevity in a
movement lifestyle. For these sub-sections, I initially searched the EBSCO database for articles
that met the keyword criteria listed above, along with conducting a search for books in the data
base of the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. After finding these books and
articles, I hand-searched their reference lists as sources to find additional related articles and
books.
In order to integrate the literature review, I developed a coding protocol and
corresponding separation of research into the major theme: classroom environment. I read each
article to determine how it fit within these broad thematic categories, and then, through a process
of reading and rereading for salient features of each study, I determined the subheadings in the
literature review. My intent was to start with a broad treatment of each theme and then to
systematically reduce broad understandings of classroom environment to specific understanding
of how these themes are present in research about teaching physical education at the elementary
school level in order to set students up for a lifestyle of movement, not just a physical education
grade.
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Classroom Environment as a Foundation
In re-reading through my framework of research, the biggest idea I found in my studies
all come back to the classroom environment. From personal experience, the classroom
environment has always been at the forefront of my teaching and experience and sets the
foundation for a successful learning area.
Looking at the subthemes of differentiation and diversity, evidence-based teaching
strategies and creating student motivation for participating in a movement-based curriculum,
they all surpass the expectations when you have a solid foundation built with your students in
your classroom environment. If you have a negative classroom environment that does not allow
for growth, adaptations and mistakes with the comfort of knowing you have help to fix those
mistakes, your differentiation, teaching strategies and movement-based curriculum is not going
to be successful because your students will have no desire or motivation to participate.
Teachers act as guides and role models for their students. When they create a learning
environment that promotes and provides equity while embracing the diversity, we all live in, they
are shaping how students view our world and how to respond to it (Hansen, 2014). In regard to
differentiation and classroom environment, this also leads to some of the research I found
regarding a constructivism theory of teaching. We want our students to become reflective,
independent learners and we, as educators, need to be reflective in our teaching as well. As
adults, we are now seeing ourselves and our colleagues having difficulties actively listening in
lectures as we are simply being taught at. It is necessary to begin a constructivist teaching style
from the elementary level to set our students up for active learning from a young age (Basturk,
2016). According to Paparozzi (1998), a constructivist theory involves problem solving,
interpretation and elaboration from the student, encourages students to interact with the
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environment, acknowledges that the student has prior knowledge, views each error as a new
opportunity to learn and focuses on the student as the center of growth and knowledge. We must
focus our efforts and planning as well as our teaching on our students and act as guides to them
as they create their own pathways of learning if using a constructivist approach (Paparazzi,
1998). This theory is becoming more prominent, especially in the physical education world at the
elementary level. The national standards want our students to be physically literate and be able to
demonstrate competency in motor skills, knowledge concepts, maintaining a health-enhancing
lifestyle among other standards (SHAPE America, 2013). For our students to be able to take that
knowledge from physical education class and turn it to a lifestyle, they must be actively involved
in their education and learning. Taking that a step further, our students must have a solid
foundation in regard to their learning environment in order to feel confident and comfortable
taking charge of their learning, taking risks and reflecting on their learning and growth in their
physical education class.
Research Studies
This research theme combined strands of complementary research literature, centered on
the sub-themes. First, I discuss differentiation as a physical education teacher and what that looks
like. Second, I consider research on English Language Learners in physical education because
they are the largest growing population of students and physical education settings can be set up
for students who are second language learners to be incredibly successful. Finally, I looked at
research on students with disabilities who did not qualify for Adapted Physical Education
because differentiation techniques must be at the forefront to ensure that their needs are met as
well.
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A Review of Research on Differentiation
Differentiating instruction while creating a learning environment that fits all students'
learning styles is the foundation of a skillful teacher (Smith, 2005). Our students are individual
and should be treated as individuals who are all set up for success and growth. When we are
preparing to start a new school year with our students, teachers go to a panic mode of setting up
their classroom and then planning their lessons. Most teachers go in that order and, pending
student’s success, interests, and other outside factors, we know that our lessons can be modified,
extended or taken out if need be. Looking at differentiation, in conjunction with classroom
environment, we should be differentiating our teaching as well as our classroom set up.
Especially looking at the physical education space, our environment must be easily adaptable to
accommodate all students (Smith, 2005). As Smith said previously, our learning environment is
not one size fits all, so we must plan and teach to that as well. There are many things we can
change within our space and our teaching techniques such as the following: altering the space
(creating a bigger or smaller playing space), allowing more or less time to complete a task,
giving a variety of options of task specific learning characteristics, modifying equipment, and
using different grouping techniques (Grout & Long, 2009). These are among other differentiation
characteristics such as content, process, product and the learning environment that teachers are
doing to use their teaching to allow paths for success of all students (Stevens-Smith, 2020). The
key to successful differentiation for our teachers is the fluidity of it. We do not want our students
to feel singled out because something has been modified for them. In setting up our space,
creating our lessons and delivering those lessons, it should be embedded with variations that
accommodate all skill levels and provide options without being singled out in class, keeping a
positive learning environment for all students (Clancy, 2005).
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A Review of Research on English Language Learners
Looking at the research on English Language Learners, it is very similar to research
surrounding differentiation. The added piece to differentiation is sheltered instruction and
cultural competency. Sato discussed it best in his article on teaching ELL students in physical
education, that if our PE teachers are going to be able to engage in culturally relevant pedagogy,
they have to be prepared, in depth, on attitudes, learning styles, climate, curriculum and family
involvement within their ELL student’s lives (Sato, 2019). While these are also aspects of good,
differentiated teaching, these go deeper to encompass culturally relevant ways to differentiate.
Our ELL students have begun to feel a dissonance between themselves and the culture of the
schools because their cultural, religious and language differences that add to that achievement
gap (Sato, 2019). His article also discusses the lack of training that our educators have received
to be truly culturally competent educators. Not only do educators need to have a solid
background and experience in differentiated teaching styles and environments, but they must
have trainings to be able to provide education from an equitable standpoint and embrace the
diversity that we live in. Too often in school settings, and society in general, misunderstandings
about other cultures lead to varied levels of confrontation (Hansen, 2014). We want to
consciously pull away from instances of confrontation and ultimately, disrespect, with cultural
backgrounds in regards. For example, in some European countries, it is respectful to not look a
teacher in the eye when being talked to, but to stand quietly and nod or respond quietly as to
what the teacher is asking of you. In other cultures, this comes across as disrespect by not
looking the teacher in the eyes and having a conversation with them (Hansen, 2014). Teachers
must be aware of those differences and embrace them in their teaching and their learning
environments.
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A Review of Research on Students with Disabilities
Differentiation can be thought of like a symphony. That is, there is not one instrument
playing but it is ongoing modifications, instruments if you will, to every facet of the learning
environment in response to students' needs, interests, and readiness (Smith, 2005). This is crucial
in regard to differentiation with students with disabilities, especially in the physical education
environment. We must be a continuous symphony that is always changing. There will be patterns
that repeat and often, one activity will look the same for every student and, just as often, an
activity will look different for every student. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act in
1990 gives categories of disabilities that will qualify a student for special services. Those 13
categories are: specific learning disability, other health impairment (ADHD), Autism spectrum
disorder, Emotional disturbance, Speech or language impairment, Visual impairment, Hearing
impairment, Deafness, Deaf-blindness, Orthopedic impairment, Intellectual disability, Traumatic
brain injury and Multiple disabilities (NICHCY, 2012). With these special services, these
students have additional resources and teachers to ensure that their curriculum is adaptable for
their continued growth and success. Looking at physical education teachers and their
differentiation techniques and knowledge, I looked to the research to see what types of
differentiation techniques needed to be highlighted for those students who have a disability but
that do not qualify for Adapted Physical Education (APE). When a student qualifies for APE, it
tends to open more doors of resources for that student and teacher. An article on Adapted
Physical Education programs discusses that the teacher can modify these components: the
movement form, the environment, the equipment, the rules, and the instructions (O’Donnell,
2020). A physical education teacher can set up their classroom environment to allow for
adaptations to each of these components in a non-segregated manner. The students will
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encompass a constructivism approach and can choose which form of the activity best suits their
learning needs to be successful.
Best Practices for Teaching Elementary School Physical Education
In researching best practices for teaching, the number of articles and ideas is daunting. As
I narrowed them down to more specifically teaching physical education at the elementary level, I
was able to find some common grounds in many of the articles. Best practices boil down to what
is going to help our students be successful and show growth. In many ways, these best practices
tie together with differentiation techniques as we are continuously finding more ways to support
the diverse population of students we teach.
Dr. Robert Pangrazi focuses much of his teaching on classroom management. By putting
classroom management at the forefront, you are setting up your students to be ready for the next
engaging set of directions where learning can occur. If you have a classroom of chaos and
disorder, students are distracted and not learning or even getting hurt (Pangrazi, 2003).
Alongside classroom management is classroom environment. When your classroom is managed,
you will have a classroom environment that is inviting, calm and brings about a sense of growth
and learning, even if the volume is loud. To create that positive classroom environment that I
strive for my teaching to have, I need to ensure I am using best practices to set that up.
Assessments. The research on the topic of evidence-based practices in physical education
regarding assessments proved to have a wide range. I wanted to narrow down the research to
types of assessments and feedback that are going to promote a positive learning environment and
yield the best growth for my students in their active and independent learning.
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Research Studies
This research theme combined strands of complimentary research literature centered on
subthemes. First, I discuss high leverage practices and strategies specific to teaching physical
education. What has research shown to be successful and how does that success connect back to
the learning environment? Second, I discuss the literature regarding classroom management and
what techniques to use so that students are in an environment that promotes learning and growth,
comfortably. Lastly, I look at the research on assessments in physical education and feedback to
our students. What should we be assessing and giving feedback on to our students and why?
A Review of Research on High Leverage Practices
After reviewing the research on differentiation followed by literature on high leverage
practices, they have proven to work hand in hand. To ensure solid differentiation techniques, I
must be confident in my teaching of high leverage practices. That also goes to say that to be solid
in my high leverage practice techniques, I must know how to differentiate within those
techniques to ensure I am reaching all of my students at their individual levels.
I first looked at the research on high leverage practices in education, practices that work
across subject areas that create a solid base of teaching. Some of those are group discussions,
explaining and modeling content, interpreting students thinking, diagnosing common patterns in
student development, implementing routines, adjusting instruction during a lesson, reinforcing
productive and positive student behavior, checking for student understanding, designing formal
and informal assessments, providing oral and written feedback to students and building
respectful relationships with students and families (Teaching Works, 2019). I then looked at
research that supported any combination of those techniques specific to physical education and
what would be consistent with increased student participation in a positive learning environment.
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An article written by the Center for Disease Control (CDC) discusses the importance of
collecting and sharing information about classroom physical activity from the students. Sharing
successful moments, experiences of challenging times and the lessons learned along the way
(CDC, 2018). Being open and inviting students to share their experiences builds the
communication and trust which is a factor in a positive classroom environment. When students
are responsible for their actions and what activities they are participating in, they will become
more active, have less distractions and give more cooperation which significantly contributes to
the learning and development of students (Ormrod, 2013).
The second most common strategy in teaching physical education is differentiation.
Differentiated instruction encourages teachers to respond to the needs of all learners with
consideration to each student’s readiness, interest, and capabilities (Tomlinson, 1999). Specific
to physical education, that may look like comprising two separate, yet simultaneous, activities
that vary in terms of task difficulty and interest allowing students to be met at their level and
interest. In turn, that keeps that positive learning environment where all students can feel
successful and have enjoyment in the activity (Pellet & Harrison, 1996).
The last best practice that many strategies come together in, is lesson planning. There are
so many aspects of lesson planning that incorporate best practices for physical education. Lesson
plans are more than writing down what to teach and play for the day, they are full of standards,
guidelines, demonstrations, assessments, literacy, academic language, communication, and
teamwork (IAHPERD, 2020). Physical education lesson plans should begin with the end. What I
mean by that is, you should have your goal and assessment decided before planning an activity
for your students. Our students must know where they are heading before we can begin to teach
them the steps to get there. This way of planning sets up teachers to plan activities and
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movements that will specifically lead their students to the end goal and during the planning of
those activities is where differentiation and student voice is taken into consideration (Derri, D. et
al., 2014). The importance of depth in a lesson plan is crucial for physical education and in
creating detailed lesson plans, teachers are considering theories of teaching, students voice,
relationships and ways to place the student in the center of that process which results in higher
participation from students (Mawer, 1995).
A Review of Research on Classroom Management
“It is crucial to have appropriate classroom management for education as it provides
students with an excellent learning environment” Tulyakul et al. 2019. p. 213). The drive behind
my research studies is to determine the factors that affect and set up the classroom environment
to be successful, positive, embrace change and growth and be a safe place for students to learn
and try new challenges. Classroom management is one of those factors. The purpose of
classroom management is to be able to offer students more chances to learn things in an
organized space, time allotment and with needed materials prepared and easily accessible
(Tulyakul et al., 2019). This will set students up to be independent learners who can focus on
learning and perfecting new skills rather than getting distracted with a cluttered gym or rushing
to finish an exit ticket assessing their knowledge. Classroom management specific to physical
education is something that is difficult to find many research studies on. Most articles give
feedback from teachers that say “It’s trial and error. You just learn by experience and every child
is different and every experience is different…. thrown to the wolves” (Garrahy, 2002, p. 5). A
veteran teacher of 20 years described classroom management as an evolutionary knowledge and
that you are gradually learning new things if you are willing to keep changing, learning,
borrowing and evolving from those around you, students included (Garrahy, 2002). On top of
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gradually evolving and learning about your students and classroom environment, there are 10
characteristics of a good teacher that will set your classroom up to be managed and engaging.
According to Patricia Miller (1987) those characteristics are as follows: Enthusiastic,
Encouraging, Humorous, Interested in the student, Available, Aware of Mental Health, Creative,
Challenging, Aware of Pace, Aware of Fairness and a solid level of Academic Knowledge.
When these characteristics are in place, your students are set up in a positive learning
environment that embraces growth and challenges with open communication and fluidity (Miller
1987).
A Review of Research on Assessments and Feedback
Assessments and feedback are crucial not only for student growth and learning but for
positive classroom environment. The research shows that regular use of formative assessments as
feedback for learning are beneficial for students at all levels (McTighe & O’Connor, 2005).
McTighe and O’Connor (2005) discuss the importance of setting up students to be critical
thinkers, goal setters and in charge of their learning. To instill those qualities in our students we
must provide them with consistent feedback that comes from assessments so they can visualize
their learning levels and where they want to set their goals. Assessments should utilize kid
friendly language, be done with students, show criteria and model different levels of quality
work. Feedback should be given to students often and in both positive and questioning forms and
in giving feedback, the teacher should also be asking for feedback from the student as well
(McTighe, 2018). In giving students feedback and consistent assessment while asking for
feedback and student voice, we are letting our students know that we are human and working in
this learning environment together which is creating an open, trustworthy and comfortable
learning space where growth can happen (Cammarota, 2019).
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Creating a lifestyle of Movement
In researching articles about differentiation, teaching techniques and creating a positive
classroom environment, it only seems logical to research ways to use these techniques and
education to further that knowledge in my students to create a lifestyle of movement for
themselves. Looking at research specific to teaching Physical Education, the root of my purpose
as an educator is to create pathways for students to journey along in making a habit of an active
lifestyle. While I want my students to meet State and National Standards of Physical Education, I
want them to meet those standards so that they are set up for success to lead a healthy and active
lifestyle. The standards specify that they are in place to provide students instruction to develop
motor skills, knowledge, physical fitness, sportsmanship, self-efficacy, emotional intelligence,
and behaviors for healthy active living (SHAPE America, 2020). It is not for health enhancing
only in the gym, it is for healthy active living, inside and outside of the classroom.
Through reading the research, I have found many articles and studies that discuss having
a movement-based curriculum and specific strategies to differentiate your teaching to reach
students at all levels. The next set of research I wanted to focus on was how to set students up to
have that motivation to participate in a movement-based curriculum and then want to transfer
those activities to an active lifestyle outside of school. More specifically, there are ways to use a
brain-based teaching style that encourages independent learners, motivated learners, and problem
solvers by using the brain to our advantage, as educators, while our students are shaping their
brains and creating more neuronal web connections through movement (Koroluk, 2015). I want
my teaching to be a direct reflection of my main goal, which is to create a positive classroom
environment and I want the research and studies to support that. Setting up the physical
education classroom in a constructivist style that embraces student choice and reflection,
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problem solving and learning from errors will set students up to be independent learners who
will then be motivated to continue those experiences outside of class (Basturk, 2016).
Research Studies
This research themes combined strands of related literature. First, I studied types of
motivation and how to set students up to be self-motivated as well as ways to help students who
are not motivated. For students to be successful and transfer knowledge to create long term
habits, they need to participate, so it is important to find ways to keep them intrigued and
motivated to participate and learn (Koroluk, 2015). Second, I studied literature regarding a
movement-based curriculum in physical education and the research behind the “why” a
movement-based curriculum. Finally, I read the literature on brain-based education and how to
use the brain as the focus for teaching physical education. Working in a field of physical
education is a passion and I want to find ways to use all these sub-themes together to set students
up for an active lifestyle outside of the classroom.
A Review of Research on Motivation
There are two main components to motivation in education, intrinsic and extrinsic.
Intrinsic refers to doing something because it is interesting or enjoyable and extrinsic refers to
doing something because it leads to a separate, desired outcome (Irvine, 2018). In general, the
schools are an extrinsically motivated system as they are emphasized on grades, external
confirmation by teachers and a Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports System (PBIS).
This is unfortunate, however, because research shows that intrinsic motivation is central to
learning and to creating lifelong learners (Ryan & Deci, 2000). Irvine’s (2018) studies showed
that intrinsically motivated students had stronger persistence when faced with failure or
obstacles, demonstrated increased time on task, chose more difficult tasks, have greater levels of
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creativity, more elaborate comprehension and take more risks. Alternatively, extrinsic motivation
has been shown to decrease intrinsic motivation in that it is inherently implying that the activity
itself is not valuable, but the extrinsic reward is valuable.
We can see that intrinsic motivation has shown to be beneficial to student learning, but
how do we help our student to be internally motivated? One source that may contribute to
student’s internal motivation is the correlation between parental involvement, academic
achievement, and student motivation (Coleman & McNeese, 2009). Coleman and McNeese’s
studies showed a direct positive correlation between parent involvement and an increase in
student motivation, resulting in improved academic achievement in students. A second study on
students’ intrinsic motivation revealed the correlation between the classroom environment
created by the educator (Montalvo, Mansfield & Miller, 2007). The study assessed student’s
effort, persistence and goals and students completed two versions of a motivation survey. When
the teachers created a learning environment where they provided positive feedback, respected
students and put their needs and interests first, and took time into consideration so as not to
overwhelm the student with work, the teachers are well liked, the students are relaxed and feel
respected which showed their increased intrinsic motivation and increased academic
achievement (Montalvo, Mansfield & Miller, 2007).
A Review of Research on Movement-based Curriculum
A movement-based curriculum is in place to get students to see the whole body and how
its movement sets the stage for the rest of life (Langton, 2007). When we teach a movement
framework, we are building those bridges for students to access their learning and growth on
their level and their terms. There are four main components to a movement-framework: body,
space, effort and relationships. The movement-framework by Rudolf Laban (2007) is an
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approach that requires the student to understand the language of movement, the body and how it
moves and the concepts, principles, strategies, tactics and patterns within games, gymnastics,
dance and fitness. These four aspects will help the students see the totality of human movement
and can be integrated consistently in the three main content areas of physical education: games,
gymnastics, and dance.
A Review of Research on Brain-based Education
Brain-based education is simply that, education that is based off the brain and how it
works. John Medina, author of the book Brain Rules (2008) discusses 12 rules to focus on when
teaching and using the brain. They are as follows:
#1: Exercise. Our brains create more web neurons when we exercise while oxygen is
moving through our bodies and releasing endorphins.
#2: Survival. The body and brain have evolved over time. Our ancestor’s survival was
based on working in the field or walking their mules to the store: our brains were used to our
bodies moving all hours of the daylight and over time we have trained our brains to get used to
being sedentary.
#3: Wiring. Brains are made of neurons that slide and split differently for every person.
Each brain is wired differently and will chance with each experience.
#4: Attention. We do not pay attention to boring things. The emotion attached to things
matters and makes a different connection in our brains and fires new wiring.
#5: Short-term Memory. To remember things, we must repeat and repeat again.
#6: Long-term Memory. We must remember to repeat things so that we remember them.
If you do not repeat things within 30seconds, you will forget it.
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#7: Sleep. The brain does not sleep to rest but our bodies need to sleep so that our brains
can organize our web neurons we have created throughout the day and compartmentalize.
#8: Stress. Stressed brains will learn in a different way. There is good stress and bad
stress, and we must find a middle ground between the two.
#9: Sensory Integration. When we use multiple types of sensory learning, our brains will
remember more as they are stimulated more.
#10: Vision. Vision trumps all other senses. You will see what your brain wants you to
see.
#11: Gender. Male and female brains are different.
#12: Exploration. Curiosity is everything. We are born explorers.
Our brains need and want to be used, stretched, explored, and challenged. In a brain-based
movement curriculum, we are putting the brain and the forefront of our lesson planning, teaching
and assessment so that our students are set up to be successful, lifelong learners (Medina 2008).
Summary
The literature reviewed here discusses the many aspects of teaching physical education at
the elementary level and why we teach the way we teach. While the research shows how these
techniques correlate together in setting up our students to be lifelong movers, I want to further
my studies on how to use the above three themes in my teaching to set a solid foundation in a
classroom environment. The studies researched lead back to a positive classroom environment
and the next chapter will explain the methods and procedures I used to study my own lesson
planning, teaching and assessment in correlation with creating a positive learning environment
that will set my students up to be intrinsically motivated to lead a healthy active lifestyle outside
of the physical education gym class.
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Chapter 3
RESEARCH METHODS
Overview
The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts such as
lesson plans and edTPA commentary, mentor teacher observations, pedagogy teacher
observations, literature review, review of videotaped teaching and my teaching philosophy
statement as a means of data collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles
to establish the foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices
and purposes of data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching
for improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection
protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my
limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice,
while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my
instruction as I implanted this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was improving specific implementations in my physical
education teaching to ensure a positive learning environment that fosters continuous growth and
development in all my students. Specifically, I examined my own implementation of
differentiation techniques for all students as well as specifically for ELL students, best practices
in physical education that allow for student learning in a positive learning environment as well as
using brain-based teaching to create a lifestyle of movement in my students. This focus aligned
with the following INTASC Standards for teacher professional development: Standard 1:
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Learner Development, Standard 2: Learning Differences, Standard 3: Learning Environments,
Standard 4: Content Knowledge, Standard 5: Application of Content, Standard 6: Assessment,
Standard 7: Planning for Instruction, and Standard 8: Instructional Strategies. Additionally, I
considered how studying my own practice in line with INTASC Standards could improve my
own instruction and therefore, student learning. My purpose of this study was to learn what I
should focus on to create a positive learning environment for my students so that they want to be
lifelong movers. The research questions for this study were:
1. How has my lesson planning differentiation changed the more I have taught in order
to increase a positive classroom environment?
By examining this question, I hoped to learn how my differentiation increased the more I
have taught and if my teaching is responsive to my students’ needs, linguistically, culturally,
physically and emotionally in the gym. Physical education and physical activity is not everyone’s
favorite thing and I wanted to see if my teaching was setting up an environment for all of my
students to feel successful and see growth and change in a positive light through positive
experiences in my lessons. Data was collected and analyzed from my lesson plans over the year
and the specific commentary on the planning of Task One in edTPA as well as mentor teacher
observations of my teaching.
1. How does my teaching reflect best practices in Physical Education for creating a positive
learning environment?
By examining this question, I hoped to learn that my teaching was a reflection of my
students engaging in activities and giving feedback that they are enjoying the activities and are
taking risks in their growth and development. I want to see that my teaching is using best
practices that are setting up my students for success both physically and emotionally. In order to
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determine this, data was collected from my lesson plans, mentor teacher observations of my
teaching as well as observing videotaped lessons of my teaching.
1. How do my planned activities correlate with my teaching philosophy goals of embracing
diversity, differentiation, and student voice in creating a positive classroom environment?
I believe in my students being in charge of their learning and learning in an environment
that they feel successful, safe and ready for challenge and growth. I want my activities to be set
up to embrace all those traits and be able to see that my students are, in fact, learning and
growing in an environment that they enjoy. To determine this, data was collected from my lesson
plans, my teaching philosophy statement and mentor teacher observations of my teaching.
INTASC Standards
The INTASC standards articulate the specifics of what effective teaching and learning
should look like in our education system. These standards are the teacher version of the state
standards we hold our students to. To set our students up to be successful and reach those state
standards, we set ourselves a high bar of national standards for educators to meet so that we are
using the proper techniques for effective instruction. These standards were created with the value
of the students learning differences in both how, what and where they learn, the instructional
strategies that educators use to deliver content as well as educators being professional, equitable
and collaborating to continue their own growth within professional learning.
This research study could easily monitor my development as a teacher in all of the
INTASC standards as the focus on my study relates to classroom learning environment and how
to ensure that is setting all of my students up for success. From here, I chose to focus on a the
most applicable standards that emphasize the development of my teaching. My first research
question looks at my lesson plans regarding differentiation. This is specific to standards 2 and 3.
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Standard 3 is Learning Differences and I look at my plans and how my planning reflects
differentiation, cultural competency and being equitable to all of my students while
encompassing how they each learn and grow best. Standard 3 encompasses the Learning
Environment and I look at my planning to see how my techniques create the learning
environment that is best of each of my students as individuals. Both standards also correlate with
Standard 7: Planning for Instruction. I look at how my plans set my teaching up to be successful
pathways for all students to navigate on so that they are meeting standards in a positive learning
environment.
My second research question relates to the first three standards as I am continuously
checking to ensure that I am focusing on the learner and their learning, but I take a deeper look at
Standard 8: Instructional Strategies. I want to reflect on my teaching as an individual and assess
to see that it is reflective of student growth and learning in a positive environment while using
evidence-based teaching strategies specific to physical education.
The final research question focuses on Standard 5: Application of Content. I look at my
teaching and activities to see that they correlate to my teaching philosophy goals of embracing
the whole student, diversity, differentiation, and student voice in creating a solid foundation of a
positive classroom learning environment. I take a deeper look at myself, specifically, and how I
use content pedagogy teaching strategies to engage learners in critical thinking, creativity and
collaborating to learn and grow.
By taking a deeper look at these INTASC standards and analyzing their connection to my
teaching, I will greatly improve my teaching and the learning experiences and environment of all
my students.
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Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
Action research is focused on the actor, educator, and how their specific teaching is
reflective on the INTASC professional standards. As opposed to research, which looks at the
participants and the data collected from them, action research is looking at the data collected on
the individual doing the teaching. The most important part of an educator’s job is ensuring that
we are using effective teaching so that our learners have all the tools they could envision to be
successful learners. Action research is looking at the specific strategies and tools we use, and can
be using, as teachers so that our planning, instruction and assessment can be tailored to meet the
needs of every student, in every learning environment.
What is so unique to action research is that it is specific to a teacher and their relevance at
the location they are researching so the results are empowering and useful in refining all aspects
of their teaching based on the results of the study.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues and provide answers pertinent
to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help you
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answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools related
to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following four
characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of students, 2)
comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against themselves
both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be examined were
identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and connected to the
research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different aspects of the topic
could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was studying my own
practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the “spiraling nature” of data
collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on data in connection to my
research questions, my attention tuned to other pieces of data that emerged in relation to my
questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the study as they had relevance to
my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on differentiation, best practices and teaching
strategies in relation to classroom environment, I chose to collect data that would provide
information about how my practice and the interventions I identified aligned with the research
topic. The types of data I chose to collect are described next.
Data Collection: Lesson Plans
Over years of teaching, I have written many formal lesson plans and within my time in
the MAT program I have composed many lesson plans that analyze specific criteria for
differentiation, scaffold techniques, culturally relevant pedagogy and content specific knowledge
and teaching strategies to set students up for success. Looking at these detailed lesson plans, I
hoped to find that my plans adapt to students interests and cultural diversity while keeping
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students engaged and emotionally in a safe and happy place. I hoped to see that my plans are
diverse in the content of their activities, their scaffolding, their instructional strategies, and places
for student feedback showing their levels of engagement. I will use my lesson plan data to
support research question one to see levels of differentiation that have been continuously planned
and research question three to see that my planned activities are supportive of creating internally
motivated lifelong movers.
Data Collection: Observational
Being able to visually see my teaching and getting feedback on my teaching is a critical
point of data in this research study. I plan to use feedback from my mentor teacher and pedagogy
teacher observations of my teaching. They often suggest ideas to improve my teaching and are
able to see if my teaching is reflective of those suggestions. I hope to view my teaching videos
and the observations from my observing teachers and see that my teaching has increased in its
relevancy to differentiation and teaching strategies that support a positive classroom
environment. This type of data ties in with research questions two and three as it moves past the
planning stage and focuses on the action stage where I am teaching and incorporating the
strategies I am researching.
Data Collection: Document Analysis
This type of data collected is an analysis of an array of documents including formal
feedback from my mentor teacher, edTPA commentaries, my philosophy of education and
review of literature. The use of this type of data will tie together my planning stage in my lessons
and my action stage in my teaching, with documentation that analyzes the combination of the
two. I hope to see that these types of data show the connection and relevance to my teaching and
how it is improving and evolving with the use of research articles, feedback and my philosophy
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of education based on theories and research. This data will be used to support all three of my
research questions as it will give evidence to all stages of teaching; planning, instructing and
reflecting.
Context of the Study
The school in which this study took place is an elementary school serving students in
kindergarten through fifth grade. The town that this school resides in has only one elementary
school, with the adjoining town having two elementary schools. Students from both towns attend
the same Middle School and High School; there is only one of each. Both towns are in an urban
area located about 20 minutes from a couple big cities. According to the city’s public data, the
town has 14.3% of residents living in poverty and has an estimated per capita income of
approximately $13,000. This school serves approximately 402 students with an average of 23
students per class. Because of percentages in attendance, students’ academic success, this school
is on a comprehensive state plan to focus their efforts on increasing these percentages to meet,
and then exceed, state averages. The building was constructed in 1925 and was used as a training
school facility until it was converted into an elementary school in 1926. It is a two-story building
that has the majority of its classes inside the building with an attached gymnasium and 5 modular
classrooms attached with covered walkways. The present school has all its original foundation,
windows, and walls with updates to the floors, paint, and technology so that school has a vast
amount of character being such a historic part of the town.
Focusing on student population, the state report card shows that this school has 77% of
students on free and/or reduced lunch, 35% of students who are English Language Learners, 54%
of students who identify as Hispanic/Latino and there are 12% of students with disabilities.
These percentages are significant to mention as there are different strategies, differentiation
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techniques and skills needed to ensure the needs of this diverse population of students are all
being met in an equitable stand. These present a glimpse on the socio-economic status of the
students in this school.
The demographics of the teachers are less diverse than the students with 90% identifying
as white and 5% as Hispanic/Latino. The school has 1 Principal, 20 Teachers, 11 Educational
Assistants, 2 bilingual Office Administrators and 1 School Mental Health Counselor. The
teachers participate in weekly PLC meetings as a grade level team and the Specialist teachers
meet with the other Specialist teachers within the district. My mentor teacher meets with the
other two Physical Education Teachers to discuss what outcomes are being reached and working
towards, analyze data and assessments, form new assessments, and collaborate on unit plans.
Additionally, about twice a month they have all school meetings led by the principal to discuss
goals as a school that we are working towards and strategies to ensure that progress is being
made.
My mentoring is done in the gym with my supervising teacher. We have daily
conversations about teaching strategies, scaffolding, unit plans, engagement strategies, etc. Being
in a virtual setting right now and teaching online only, we have put a focus on the social and
emotional needs of our students. While physical education standards are still woven in our
lessons and activities, there has been an emphasis on student check in, student voice and opinion
and a drive to get their bodies moving as much as we can. I have done many observations
focusing on specific parts of her teaching and lesson, we have co-taught movement sequences
and fitness activities, and she has let me lead several classes in lessons frequently. After every
lesson, she provides me with both positive and constructive tips which is incredibly beneficial.
Currently we are teaching one grade level for 30 minutes, twice a week. The lesson plan we
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follow is typically a 3-part lesson consisting of a warm-up, fitness & lesson focus activity
followed by a cool down and a wrap up discussion. We have been rotating teaching different
parts of each lesson while the other focuses on student engagement and interaction. It has been a
great experience thus far working as a team teach.
Participants
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in several ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will focus on describing my
own classroom and my role as the teacher.
I have been in the classroom since September 2020 as a teacher candidate. Prior to
student teaching I was employed as an Educational Assistant in the Title 1 Reading program.
This is pertinent as it allowed me several years to create a connection with both staff and
students at the school which has helped with classroom management. I have had the
opportunities to create safe and trustworthy relationships with many staff and students at the
school, so students already see me as a teacher, but now I am in the gym and not the reading
classroom.
Currently my mentor teacher and I co-teach many parts of the daily lesson. This school
year began 100% virtual. The requirements for fall term at WOU were a minimum of 20 hours a
week. At the time, the school was on a rotating schedule for specials, and we taught 6 classes a
day for 30 minutes each coming by classrooms. During this time, I went to the gym with my
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teacher for 8 hours twice a week; Tuesday’s and Thursday. Having these days consistent each
week allowed me to see all of the classrooms as they were all on a 3-day rotating schedule, so
they never came on the same two days each week. Mid November, the district changed schedules
so that all students were on the same virtual schedule. In doing this, Physical Education, along
with Music Education, are taught by grade level for 30 minutes each, twice a week.
Currently I have been helping her create outlines for units we want to teach and finding
different activities to create that meet the needs of a virtual lesson and then we take turns
teaching, or teach together, parts of the lesson or the whole class. It has been a fluid amount of
teaching and evaluating. As the year moves along and the requirements increase, so will my
responsibilities. One of the focuses of my research and my data set is on my lesson planning. To
ensure that I have those lessons as data points, my responsibility in lesson planning will also
increase.
How I Studied My Teaching
To study my teaching and answer my research questions, I collected variations of data
from my clinical practice and my courses at WOU, to better understand the change and
improvement in my teaching and how it affects my classroom environment.
One of the focal points of my research questions is that my teaching reflects the best
practices in elementary physical education for creating a positive learning environment. In order
to answer that question, I had to look at my teaching in the beginning of the year and consistently
throughout to see that growth by the end of the year. I analyzed video recording of my teaching
progress, mentor teacher observations about my teaching and looked at assessments from my
students to hear their feedback on the learning environment.
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Additionally, I collected data on the progress and depth of my differentiation techniques
to ensure the needs of every student were met so that a positive learning environment was
achieved. In order to see that, I analyzed my lesson plans to see where it was written and planned
for. Not only do I need to see data in my actual teaching, but written data of where and how it
fits in to each lesson and activity with the diverse population of students I teach. It is essential
that techniques are being used to reach all students if I want all of my students to have a positive
learning environment. I am confident that I can study my teaching in order to complete my
research questions and growth as a physical education teacher.
Credibility
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for in a
variety of ways (Torrance, 2012). Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in. Eisner (1991) believes that credibility of
qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types of
data (p. 110). Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done
through triangulation of data (Lather, 1991). Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, and
Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes
using multiple methods of data collection. This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural
corroboration (1991). Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation. This helps to further demonstrate
credibility.
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection. These different methods
served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et al. (2014). The methods
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of data collection were through analyzing my lesson plans, journal entries, video recordings of
my teaching and teacher interviews. This allowed me to analyze the data through differing means
to ensure that I was correctly interpreting the data, as well resulting in “a broader understanding
of the phenomenon” (Carter et al., 2014, p. 546). In addition, to further strengthen my
credibility, I also used member checks to provide a form of consensual validation. These member
checks were conducted with the assistance of Dr. Ken Carano, as well as Dr. Gay Timken.
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Chapter 4
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Overview
In this chapter I will present the findings from throughout this Action Research Project. I
will discuss the process of data collection along with the analysis of the data collected. The goal
of this project was to gather, organize and analyze sets of data focused on my teaching as an
educator and answer the three research questions. The questions created for this project were 1)
How has my lesson planning differentiation changed the more I have taught in order to increase
a positive classroom environment? 2) How does my teaching reflect best practices in Physical
Education for creating a positive learning environment? and 3) How do my planned activities
correlate with my teaching philosophy goals of embracing diversity, differentiation and student
voice in creating a positive classroom environment? Through collecting data, I was able to form
conclusions and goals about my current teaching. The data was collected in a variety of sources
such as previous and current lesson plans, formal observations from my supervisor, clinical
teacher and co-student teachers, personal journal entries reflecting on the weeks lessons and
commentary aspects of EdTPA submission. In this chapter I will discuss the findings,
similarities, drawn conclusions and future goals in relation to my research questions and the
underlying goal of the Action Research Project of reflecting and then improving my personal
teaching.
Data Analysis of How Lesson Planning Differentiation Changed
While looking through the data sets collected through this action research project, the
main source of evidence regarding my lesson planning differentiation came from a deep analysis
of my lesson plans.
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Lesson Plans
In order to see the progression of differentiation techniques to support a positive
classroom environment, I looked at three lesson plans in depth. The best way to get solid sources
of evidence of change in differentiation techniques is to compare and contrast lesson plans that
span over a year and a half of my teaching. The first lesson plan is from September 2019
(Appendix A). This lesson plan is only one part of a 4-part lesson but that was all I was in charge
of at that point in my teaching; I was observing my Mentor Teacher and focusing on the
academic coursework before entering student teaching the following year. Appendix B shows a
full-length lesson plan from the following year, September 2020 where I began my half time
student teaching. The final lesson plan I analyzed, in conjunction with the other two, is displayed
in Appendix C from April 2021 where I am full time teaching, virtually. There are 4 main parts
of differentiation that I was looking at during this phase of data analysis: (1) content, (2) process,
(3) product and (4) learning environment. Looking at lesson plans, specifically, I was focusing
on the content planned as well as the learning environment that it is creating. Looking at the
specific comments in the lesson plan in relation to student comments, built in breaks for
questions and comments, planned demonstrations of all levels and individuality of students sets
up the lesson for a positive experience in their environment. In analyzing the lesson plan from
the beginning of my student teaching in October of 2020, you will notice that it is simply vague.
The first eight questions on the lesson plan format are regarding students’ funds of pre-requisite
knowledge, supporting academic language, supporting the needs of diverse learners with
language, physical limitations and lack of prerequisite knowledge. You will see on Appendix A
that all eight of those categories are filled in but with sentences such as “class discussion” and
“online exit slips in chat boxes”. These are minimal and need to be more specific on how these
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class discussions are set up so that students are comfortable responding and planning my
instruction intentionally so that when students are asked to do an online exit slip, I have set them
up to have the knowledge to do so successfully. When I compare that to a recent lesson plan, you
see paragraphs in depth that support the differentiation techniques that have been researched.
They specifically show how my instruction time is planned for students to have a voice;
“Students will have the opportunity to unmute and give an example orally, type in the chat box to
their peers, type in a chat box that goes only to the teachers or physically demonstrate the
vocabulary we are working on”. Students are given many opportunities to support their learning
style and their comfort level. Research describes differentiation in elementary school physical
education to be like orchestrating a symphony, not teaching one instrument. There should always
be many facets working together to create a beautiful product. When I am giving opportunities
for students to respond and participate in ways that support their learning style, I am supporting
their “instrument”, if you will, so that the class all works together in their own environment and
are all successful. In my current lesson plans you also notice my assessments are differentiated to
ensure a positive climate for my students because not every student wants to be called on in front
of their peers, even in a virtual setting. Looking further along in the lesson plan you see the
columns labeled “teacher does” and “students do”. The progression is vividly obvious at the
depth in my lessons and the “look fors” that are embedded in Appendix B and C versus
Appendix A where I was not filling out lesson plans in that length and depth yet. In the first
lesson you see spots of differentiation techniques that I teach with. Each section of teaching I
have embedded places to teach movements in many variations and give students options at their
comfort level but that still show their abilities; physically, cognitively and emotionally at their
comfort. When you compare that to my recent lesson plan in Appendix B and C, I have planned
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for teaching differentiation of the physical movements, but I also include the “look fors” to
ensure my students are at the level I want them to be at. I intentionally look for students who turn
off their camera when the discussions happen or vice versa and those who turn off their camera
during the physical portion of the lesson and ensure I make time at the end to check in with those
students. While that is something I am passionate about and always check in with my students, it
is important to plan time for those differentiation techniques in my lessons so that I ensure time
with each student at their level. Differentiation for elementary physical education is all about
knowing your learners and I intentionally planned time for those learners in my recent lesson
plans. The chart below is a bar graph that visually represents the progressive increase in my
differentiation techniques. I took these lesson plans and looked for three spots of differentiation
in each one. The first section I looked for were the specific areas I planned content that was
differentiated; the places where I had a term or movement to teach, and I have planned in the
lesson how I would differentiate that movement or term to reach all levels of my students. The
second column shows the places that those variations were demonstrated in my lesson plans. I
went through the section of my lesson plan that stays “Teacher Does” and found the instances
where I specifically demonstrated those variations for students. The first column notes the places
in those lesson plans where I support the varied needs of my learners. In both the “teacher does”
and “students do” columns, I looked for areas that my teaching reflected differentiated teaching
and learning styles to accommodate each student at their level. I was looking to see areas where I
displayed a picture and also demonstrated it simultaneously so that students could visually see
two options or places where I would ensure I was vocally saying each step of the movement but
also putting it in the chat box so that students who felt best learning through reading, could read
the chat and respond in that manner: supporting varied learning styles. Looking at the graph
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below in Figure 1, you can see the progression of all three categories drastically increasing from
the beginning to the end of the span of these lesson plans.
Figure 1.0
Differentiation Techniques
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The figure displays the increase in occurrences of specific types of differentiation that was
placed in three different lesson plans.
The progression of quality and depth in my lesson plans since the beginning of my graduate
program shows evidence of the progression of my planned differentiation techniques throughout
my lesson. This data provides positive evidence to the research question of how my lesson
planning differentiation has changed the more I have taught in order to increase and positive
classroom environment.
Data Analysis of Creating A Positive Learning Environment
Formal Observations
When looking at the data collected in regard to creating a positive learning environment,
I was looking for points in my data that support specific best practices in physical education.
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When students are responsible for their actions and activities they participate in, they will have
less distractions and be more cooperative and engaged which aids significantly in their learning
environment and increased learning development (Ormrod, 2013). Looking at my observations
and lesson plans I was looking for places that it was noticeable that my students had voice and
increased engagement. According to the Center for Disease Control (CDC), one best practice in
physical education is students sharing successful and challenging moments along the path of
their learning (CDC, 2018). I have four formal observations from Spring term 2021 as I am full
time teaching, two from my mentor teacher and two from my university supervisor. I took these
observations and highlighted places where the feedback from my mentor teacher was in regard to
creating a positive learning environment and encompassing the best practices above. These
highlighted areas may be teacher-student relationships, social-emotional learning, differentiation
and variations made and/or my personality and adjustments of the day as I connect with each
student. You will see in Appendix D and E, they are the same formal observation form filled out
by my mentor teacher. She states “…loved the creativity of the PowerPoint and its versatility to
gather information from the children in a creative, fun way that connects with children.” This is a
lesson I was teaching on my own and during my lesson I have it aligned to standards and
objectives in a creative way that connects with the children. You will notice in figure 2 below
that the content specific vocabulary is embedded in the slide. This is one slide of the presentation
I was participating in with the students. Each slide has the vocabulary as well as the definition.
You will also see the color-coded words as my students have been taught blue for muscular
strength, red for cardiovascular endurance and then green for flexibility. During this slide as
well, the students have 5 different ways they are able to answer the question: (1) dragging the
blue circle on the bottom to the answer (confidential answers), (2) type in the chat box in the
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online platform that is open and visible to all students, (3) type in the question and answers box
in the online platform that is confidential between student and teacher, (4) raise their hand,
unmute and verbally say the answer, or (5) raise their hand and demonstrate the movement that is
the answer. This supports the best practice of involving students in their activity, their answers
and engagement with each other and the teacher and creates an environment of inclusiveness
where each student’s individuality and comfort level is supported.
Figure 2.0
Student View Of A Google Slides Presentation

This is one of the slides that students see during a google slides presentation. Each activity is
titled, and the images are gif’s so they show the movement being performed. There is a
discussion about each movement, the students answer the question, and then the answer slides
up as the green circle shows above.
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In another formal observation completed by my university supervisor, we had a debrief of the
lesson and observation to discuss what went well and then what I could work on for the next
time. In Figure 3 below, within the transcription of our conversation he states the following.
“Your energy, both high and calm, supports all of your students at their level. I see and
hear how supportive and engaging you are with each one of them and I see their level of
participation increasing…You pause for checks for understanding…you differentiate for your
students without seams…”
Figure 3
Formal Observation Feedback

This formal observation was a conversation between my university supervisor and myself. I
took a voice recording of the conversation and transcribed the questions and responses. You
see a part of the transcription above.
In order to create a positive learning environment for every student, I have to be able to connect
with every student and my mentor teacher and university supervisor are both seeing that. To use
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this data to show progression of my teaching and that I am creating a positive learning
environment, I need to cross reference it with data from the beginning of the year.
The fall term of 2020, I was still in a modified teaching position where I would co-teach
with my mentor teacher but I did not have full responsibility of the class. I did an interview with
my mentor teacher asking her questions about my teaching and teacher responsibilities in the
fall. You will see in Figure 4 below, she states the following.
“Your role was completely different in the fall. While you always have a positive attitude
and make connections with the students, you did not have responsibility of the classroom
or responsibility to set the atmosphere up in a positive manner. We did that together and
the students knew what to expect. As your leadership role has increased since the fall you
have taken my classes of students and made them your classes of students and your
relationships. The students are eager to workout with Mrs. Jones. You and I have
switched responsibility roles and it is no longer me creating a positive learning
environment, but you are, and you are walking them through each and every lesson of
every day.”
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Figure 4
Mentor Teacher Interview

This interview was a conversation between my mentor teacher and myself. I took a voice
recording of the interview and transcribed the questions and responses. You see a part of the
transcription above.
That statement, coming from a veteran teacher of over 33 years, who has been Disney PE
Teacher of the Year and the National PE Teacher of the year, comes with high regards. To hear
that she has seen my teaching grow from a team-teach to full responsibility of all of her classes,
shows that all dimensions of my teaching have shown progression and growth in creating a
positive classroom environment for my students. I have put the responsibility in my students’
hands and used those best practices to support them in being engaged in a positive environment.
To further support that, I asked my principal if I could voice record a meeting with her to
ask her about the beginning of my teaching and things that she noticed specific to the
environment I create with my students. I took a transcription of the video and in Figure 5 below
you will see part of that transcription. It was a great source of data because, while it was a
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positive meeting with her, when comparing it to the specific feedback given from my university
supervisor, my teaching has gained much more depth to it. She mentions how positive I am and
the fun and connections I make with my students. These are all great aspects of teaching but it
needed more.
Figure 5
Principal Interview

This interview was a conversation between my mentor teacher and myself. I took a voice
recording of the interview and transcribed the questions and responses. You see a part of the
transcription above.
Teaching with great energy is important and valid to recognize and appreciate. In an action
research project such as this, I looked at this observation feedback in further depth and while it is
positive, it lacks depth in regards to best practices that create that positive environment. There is
no proof of what I did or how I taught to create those positive connections with my students.
Looking at the more recent observations, you see the depth and breadth of my teaching. You see
where I intentionally gave students many options showing their comprehension so that I am
meeting each student where they are at and giving voice to all of my students in whatever means
is more comfortable. You see the intentional differentiation techniques in my demonstration of
one muscular strength movement as I teach it 4 different ways fluidly. Those are the physical
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education best practices to be noted, in my more recent observations, which show the
progression of my teaching techniques that support my positive classroom environment.
Lesson Plans
The number of lesson plans I have created over the years and specifically within the
MAT program at WOU is substantial. In order to get a breadth of data, I took the same sample of
lesson plans gathering information from 2018, 2020 during half time teaching and 2021 during
full time teaching. This gave me a span of information to analyze and data to look through
looking for intentional additions within my lesson plans that support my learning environment in
relation to best practices. Figure 6 shows the increase of 3 best practices that support a positive
learning environment for my students.
Figure 6
Best Practices in Physical Education
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Three lesson plans were analyzed to find the occurrences of three best practices being used in
teaching physical education.
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When analyzing these lessons, I first went through each of them looking for specific areas of
differentiated demonstrations. Best practices in physical education point at differentiating your
demonstrations so that you are meeting the needs of your varied learners. Some students will
learn with one demonstration by the teacher, others need a visual and some may need a peer
demonstration or even a combination of all of them. The second thing I was looking for were
intentional placement of opportunities for student voice. Best practices say that you will have an
increase in student engagement and activity, both in the psychomotor and cognitive/affective
domains, when your students have a voice in the positives and the challenges which lead to a
positive classroom environment and experience. Lastly, I was looking for the number of times it
was planned out for student voice. This could have been the beginning of class check in, end of
the lesson question/comments or anything in between.
Analyzing the data numbers that I found, you see each of those sections increase drastically from
lesson one to lesson two and even more increase during the final lesson plan that was analyzed.
The first lesson you can see that I was differentiating my demonstrations so as to allow each of
my student’s different opportunities to participate at their level. Focusing on best practices and
creating a consistent and positive learning environment, I needed to add in student voice and
more varied check for understandings and the chart shows that it improved as my teaching
responsibilities increased and my skills improved as a teacher as well.
Data Analysis of Planned Activities Reflecting My Teaching Philosophy
Lesson Plans
Before beginning any data collection for this research question, I took a deeper look at
my Philosophy of Teaching and the specifics it involves pertaining to my students. I can discuss
my philosophy with colleagues, parents and even in terms with my students, but I wanted to dive
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deeper; I wanted to see areas I could take specific points from my philosophy and visually see
them in my planning. It is easy to say I build my teaching on the root of my philosophy that
stands on a solid foundation of emotions, but I wanted to see how I could do that; what specific
things could I look for? In figure 7 below you see some bullet points I took from re-reading
through my teaching philosophy in the beginning of this project.
Figure 7
Teaching Philosophy Concepts

The list is of 12 concepts from my Teaching Philosophy that could be identified within my
teaching and document analysis.
I started at the beginning of my Teaching Philosophy and each time I read something I
thought I could look for in my documents as evidence, I wrote it down. Later in the research
process I took that table and counted each time I saw evidence of those points in my most recent
lesson plan (Appendix C) to be able to analyze more specifically. Figure 8 below shows a bar
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graph visual displaying the frequency that each of those specific concepts was planned for in my
April 2021 Lesson Plan.
Figure 8
Philosophy Of Teaching Concepts

Concepts of Philosophy of Teaching
Content knowledge
Consistent expectations
Consistent routine

Main Concepts

Positive introduction to class activites (happy endorphins)
Lifelong learning
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The graph shows the occurrences of each of the concepts of my teaching philosophy that were
identified within my lesson plans.
You can see that the frequency amounts are high in most of these categories. Those
numbers show that my philosophy of teaching is deeply embedded in all aspects of my current
lesson plans and shows positive growth in my classroom environment based on my Philosophy
of Teaching Concepts. If I were to create that same chart above for my first lesson plan from Fall
2018, it would have minimal data as I was just beginning my teaching career and just observing
and taking notes. I have the knowledge to plan for these things but was not in the driver seat and
ever able to practice those concepts until I began teaching with my Mentor Teacher and learning
things from her to ensure I intentionally plan time for.

30
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Looking at each section individually I begin with content knowledge: how many times
within my lesson plan were there opportunities for my students to either hear or demonstrate/tell
something in regard to content knowledge. In a four part lesson this could be in our beginning
check in time and they are discussing yesterdays lesson or talking about what they want to do
with todays lesson. It could be during our warm up and/or dance routine where we are talking
about doing cardiovascular exercises to increase our heart rate and warm up our muscles.
Content knowledge can be big or small, it is all content knowledge. Within the fitness section of
the lesson I looked at each individual opportunity. This particular lesson was a tabata workout
that had 6 slides with a muscular strength movement on it; that is a minimum of 6 times that
students are given opportunities to grab or give out content knowledge and we always end the
fitness section of the lesson with a recap of the learning targets (content knowledge) and parts
they liked best and parts that were challenging (more content knowledge). You can see that
content knowledge is embedded in every section of this lesson and students are given ample
opportunities to learn new knowledge but also varied ways to express their learning and
knowledge as well.
The second concept I went through and looked for were opportunities for emotional
check in’s. Social-emotional check in time is a vital part of my teaching philosophy and I wanted
to see if I was intentionally planning for those check in times to occur. Class, and each section of
class, always begins with a rating and emotional check in: how are you? What is going well?
What has been hard? What do you want to learn and focus on today? I want my students talking
or typing so I can read the class for the day and see what we need to adjust. In this lesson I found
at least 16times that could be open for emotional check in. Those times were after each
psychomotor slide in the presentation, beginning and ending of class, between warm up and
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dance sequence, before and during the cool down and stretching section and always ending the
class with time for each student, that wants to, to unmute and say hi and let us know what they
are thinking or how their day is going. I am also a fluid teacher. In that I mean, if my students are
needing extra time to discuss things or emotions, I usually let it happen. I have my central focus
and my learning targets for the day but most of those are capable of happening simultaneously
while check in with students.
Next were opportunities for high expectations of my students. Within my philosophy I
want my students to know I have high expectations for them and that I support them so that they
feel like they will complete those goals and expectations every time. The number is not as high
as the other concepts but that is a good thing because if my entire lesson is set with high
expectations that push my students out of their comfort zone, they may be in a dangerous place
of emotion where they are not feeling confident or successful. I want my classroom to be a
balance so they are consistently successful in a supportive manner. Each of the fitness slides with
a muscular strength movement has high expectations for my students and I also support those
high expectations with varied options to complete them by students of all abilities.
Varied instruction was the next category. I looked through the lesson plan to find places
that I could give instruction in more than one medium: visually, kinesthetically and/or auditory.
My lessons are diverse and use all of these modes of instruction but I wanted to see places where
I did two or more of those concepts simultaneously so that I am supporting all of my students
varied learning needs at the same time and no one is feeling singled out or left behind. There are
8 times within the fitness lesson where I used all three; visually they had the PowerPoint,
auditory they had me giving cues consistently and kinesthetically they were doing the movement
with me. There are also times during the warm up dance sequence and the cool down yoga and
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stretching sequence that they are receiving both visual demonstrations by me and their peers as
well as kinesthetically doing it themselves.
Independent learners was the next concept followed by physical safety. Both of these
categories I found 9 instances that it took place. Each of the 6 movements within fitness, the
warm, dance sequence and cool down each had one as well. These 9 places are all spots where
they are in charge of their physical safety being in their own space and following myself on the
computer screen and they are also spots where they have the freedom to choose whether or not
they want to participate. It is easy for students to turn off their cameras and sit down during PE
and not be held accountable; here is where I see those internally motivated students participate
fully and continue to grow in their skills.
Emotional safety followed and had almost double the occurrences and physical safety.
This is because within emotional safety, those check ins sandwiched between a physical activity
and students can respond to myself in whatever means is comfortable for them; unmute,
demonstrate, chat box or confidential question and answer box that goes directly to only the
teacher. These opportunities give each student an option to feel safe and heard regardless of their
emotional state.
Nine times throughout my lesson plan were opportunities for students to make the
connections to being a lifelong learner; another important aspect of my philosophy. We discuss
warm up, fitness and cool down and how each of those lead us to be successful lifelong movers. I
ask them how they can use these movements and activities outside of school or what else they
like to do that feels similar to how we are feeling during these lessons. There are many
fundamental skills that my students need to know how to complete, and they also need to know
how to use them in their everyday life as well.
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Positive introduction to activities, consistent routine and consistent expectations are the
last three concepts that I looked for and each of those came up a minimum of 5 times. I took
those numbers in a positive light in that each section of my lesson got a mark for number of
times it occurred and I teach a 4 part lesson with a wrap up and check in at the end. These are
consistent, concise and support my teaching philosophy of a positive learning environment
because my students know what to expect each class. While I felt like I taught with my heart, it
was encouraging to dive deeper in this analysis to see the exact concepts of my teaching
philosophy that I am incorporating throughout my lessons with my students each day to create a
positive learning environment together.
EdTPA Planning Commentary
A very valuable and large piece of evidence to show progression of my planned activities
regarding my teaching philosophy is the EdTPA document. I have my Mock EdTPA from Fall of
2020 (Figure 9) and I then compare it to my Spring EdTPA of 2021 (Figure 10) to determine if
there was growth. EdTPA is a project that is the wrap up and finality to receiving my Teaching
License through TSPC. It is compiled of 3 tasks and Task 1 is the document I will be analyzing.
Task 1 is strictly about planning. Each question makes you think about why you are teaching
what you are teaching, and I want to see if my “why” of teaching has improved from the Fall
until now. My teaching philosophy is based on positive classroom environment. I want my
students to feel safe, comfortable, loved and supported in a fun and challenging way. Looking at
my Mock EdTPA from Fall of 2020 (Figure 9), question 1d. asks you to “Explain how you will
structure the learning environment to be both emotionally and physically safe.” Part of my
response is “…I want my students to feel like we are doing these activities and lessons together,
learning and practicing together, growing together, and doing this in all variations.”
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Figure 9
Mock EdTPA Commentary

Screen shot of one question from the Mock EdTPA Commentary answering the question
regarding an emotionally and physically safe classroom environment.
You can see that I have intentionally planned activities that we will do together and grow
together in many variations. Ensuring that my students feel confident in their level of fitness
without being “called out” and doing these movements with my students so they are not alone.
These are important roots of my philosophy of teaching. My students should always feel like a
team and that they are doing things for a reason. When we do activities together (even in varied
forms and styles) I am creating an emotional environment for my students to feel supported so
that they can continue to push themselves while they learn and grow. If I just tell them what to
do and leave them alone, they are not supported, they are not excited to participate or learn, they
are more than likely going to feel like they want to sit and do nothing; either in fear of doing it
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wrong or because they are not sure what to do and do not want to be singled out to try and
potentially fail. I want my students to know there is someone right alongside them the entire
way; like a handrail in a stairwell, it is always there as support but they do not always have to
hold it.
Comparing that to my current EdTPA commentary (Figure 10) you see that same
questions response and it is easily twice the length describing ways to ensure that positive
classroom environment and connection. Because we are living in a pandemic, emotional
environment and connections take a priority because, unfortunately, I have no control over the
physical space aside from reminding students to have a clear and safe space to move around in.
“I am, however, requiring no equipment and very minimal space so that students are able
to participate in all of the activities safely because they are not having to move around or
be in control of physical materials. I demonstrate variations to every movement so that if
students have a maximum amount of space outside or in a large room, they can practice
larger gross motor movements and if students have minimal space in a bedroom or
hallway, they are safe stepping in place and still performing the movements
successfully.”
Looking at the emotional aspect and what I have planned in my current EdTPA (Figure
10) is more thorough and in depth as you see in the following excerpt.
“To ensure an emotionally safe environment I focus on being a class together; being a
part of the class with my students. I am not here to teach at them but to learn and grow
alongside them. I want my students to feel like we are doing these activities and lessons
together, growing cognitively and physically, regardless of the variation of the movement
we are doing for that day.”
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A little further along in that same question it states:
“I talk to my students often and explain and show that my heart rate is spiking, my arms
and muscles are contracting and getting tired and sore but I am smiling and laughing and
creating an environment that is inclusive of challenge and fun. It is important to model
acceptable behavior and remind students that failure is acceptable if we are participating
and trying together, as a team and at our own pace and level.”
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Figure 10
EdTPA Commentary Question

Screen shot of one question from the EdTPA Commentary answering the question regarding
an emotionally and physically safe classroom environment.
These are important quotes to include as it shows my connections with my students and that is
the root of my philosophy. In my Mock EdTPA I show areas where I can walk alongside them
and support them. This document shows how I took that a step further and made connections
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with them. I want them to feel supported and like I am here with them but be able to connect
with them regarding their learning. I want to find ways that they learn best and activities they
enjoy so that they can take these emotions and physical feelings surrounding physical education
and apply them to their life outside of school, lifelong movers. I also want to ensure I have time
embedded in my lessons to talk with my students to make connections and ensure they
understand and feel that I am right there with them working hard, growing and having fun
together. I am their teacher but I also am a continuous learner as well and we will all learn and
grow together.
Question 1c., shown in Figure 11, asks you to “Explain how your plans build on each
other and include tasks that develop the student competencies described above while making
connections between the psychomotor domain and at least one other learning domain (cognitive
and/or affective). Again, you will see the depth and breadth of the answers as my planning and
instructing has really taken a focus on my teaching philosophy and students emotional wellbeing. Within those paragraphs it states the following:
“This lesson, as well as the other 3, will begin with an affective check in to see how my
students are feeling for the day. Mental health checks are vital, and I want my students to
feel safe and comfortable in what we are doing for the day and be able to make the
connections to their physical health and their mental health and we will do another
affective check in at the end of the lesson that will lead us into discussion on how the
movement affected both our physical and emotional state.”
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Figure 11
EdTPA Commentary Question

Screen shot of one question from the EdTPA Commentary answering the question regarding
how my lesson plans build upon each other.
Consistent mental health checks and self- ratings are a vital part of my teaching
philosophy and important to my students. In looking at the evidence gathered from the EdTPA
Planning Commentary from both Fall of 2020 and Spring of 2021, after closely analyzing the
depth of the answers, the documents show the progression and growth in my planned activities to
allow time for mental health check ins, check for understandings and, modeling all variations in
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a manner that my students are not singled out but are participating alongside myself and my
students. These are all areas of my teaching philosophy that are very important to me and my
teaching and they align with the table of concepts I created in Figure 7.
Summary
Looking at the evidence collected and analyzed, the data sets show that I have continued
to grow in my physical education career while focusing on many aspects of my teaching.
Looking at the research questions and analyzing data thoroughly, the evidence supports the three
research questions I began with. The evidence from my lesson plans show my planned
differentiation techniques throughout my lesson plans. Each section of my lesson plan has more
depth and intentional differentiation placement throughout. The graphs give a visual to the
specific concepts in my lesson plans that support those differentiation techniques used.
Analyzing the comments from my formal observations and transcrips from interviews gives
evidence to support my teaching with best practices in creating a positive learning environment.
The interview with my mentor teacher and her formal observation forms shows direct
instructional places where I am continuously checking in with my students and securing a
positive environment for each one of them, with their specific needs in mind each time. As you
look at each figure you see the specific best practices that research tells us is needed for physical
education and the growth in those charts from the beginning of my teaching to the end. I have
continued to use those specific techniques and intentionally planned time for them to ensure I am
using best practices which then leads to a positive learning environment. The final research
question was supported with the contrast of my EdTPA Planning Commentary forms from 2020
to 2021 alongside a deep analysis of both my Teaching Philosophy and Lesson Plans. Taking the
time to look through my teaching philosophy document and write out the specific concepts that
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could be measured as evidence gave way to gather more data on the improvement of those
techniques and to see that they were actually present in my data and my lesson plans. A teaching
philosophy encompasses many facets of teaching and finding those concepts and looking for
those gives evidence that I am using my teaching philosophy as the foundation of my planning
and instruction so that my classroom has a positive and supportive environment; both
academically, physically and emotionally. The commentary shows drastic growth of intentional
placement of mental health check ins, peer conversations, self- ratings, varied teaching and
teaching with a place of compassion. Those are all significant parts of my teaching philosophy
that are being shown to improve and continue to be a daily part of my teaching. While these
research questions and the analyzation of data show improvement and growth, that does not
indicate that my growing is done. These are indicators that my growing is heading in the right
direction and I will continue to make increased progress in being a well-rounded educator who
teaches with her heart and continues to be a daily learner with her students.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Overview
The purpose of action research is to take a step back and thoroughly examine my own
teaching and specific questions regarding my teaching. Each question’s purpose is to increase my
awareness of my own teaching and whether or not there were changes to be made to better my
planning, teaching and assessment to ensure that my students are set up with a positive classroom
environment that sets them up for positive academic success. The research questions that data
was collected on and analyzed were; 1) How has my lesson planning differentiation changed the
more I have taught in order to increase a positive classroom environment?, 2) How does my
teaching reflect best practices in Physical Education for creating a positive learning
environment?, and 3) How do my planned activities correlate with my teaching philosophy goals
of embracing diversity, differentiation and student voice in creating a positive classroom
environment? The data collected was through sources of lesson plans, personal journal entries,
commentary of EdTPA submissions and formal observations from my supervisor and clinical
teacher. In this chapter I will discuss the results, limitation and future goals in regard to these
research questions and their findings.
Results
After a thorough analysis of data regarding all three research questions, the results have
proven positive in my growth as an educator in these realms. Some of the data had higher
positive outcomes than others but the general consensus was positive and rewarding.
The first research question was How has my lesson planning differentiation changed the
more I have taught in order to increase a positive classroom environment? The data analyzed
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was strictly from my lesson plans and I used three lesson plans that span over almost 2 years.
The increase in growth from my first lesson plan to the second was tremendous. You can see the
depth of the lesson plan and the intentional placement of differentiation techniques. This is huge
growth in that I went from a student to a half time student teacher where I was in charge of
planning lessons. The change from the second lesson plan to the third shows more growth but
more depth than anything, as my role went to a lead teaching position in charge of lessons and
with more practice in writing plans and executing them. Taking a deeper look at the table of data,
it shows the progression of three categories of differentiation which support my research
question thoroughly; content planned, varied demonstrations, and varied instructional supports;
continuously increasing with time.
The second research question states How does my teaching reflect best practices in
Physical Education for creating a positive learning environment? Analyzing this question meant
diving deeper into the feedback that came from my formal observations from my mentor teacher,
university supervisor and supporting principal as well as a thorough analysis of my lesson plans.
The first step was finding specific best practices that I could identify and use as evidence from
my documents to show a positive learning environment was present. Once I identified those, I
read through my observation notes, teacher interviews and feedback notes to find places where
they mentioned I used any of those techniques. It was astounding to see how many occurrences
they saw my teaching that reflect best practices and they could see the emotion surrounding my
students showing their level of engagement and fun which supports a positive learning
environment was present. There was evidence embedded in the PowerPoint presentations of best
practices being used such as giving 5 different variations of ways students can respond as well as
direct evidence of student-teacher relationships in supporting my students by listening and
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engaging in their conversations, questions and comments; making every student feel heard and
listened to.
Looking at my lesson plans was the next step in analyzing the usage of best practices that
will support a positive learning environment. I took a deep analysis of each individual lesson
plan and found places where 3 different aspects of best practices were mentioned within the
lesson plan; differentiated demonstrations, student voice and, variations of check’s for
understanding. There is tremendous growth shown in Figure 2.5 where each of those best
practices increased in frequency as my teaching experience increased. Positive increase in those
occurrences proves evident that my teaching with best practices to support a positive
environment was increasing as well, supporting my research question.
The final research question states How do my planned activities correlate with my
teaching philosophy goals of embracing diversity, differentiation and student voice in creating a
positive classroom environment? There were two main sources of data to explore and analyze for
this question. The first set was my lesson plans. Before analyzing them, however, I made a table
showing concepts of my teaching philosophy that could be found in my lesson plans that support
a positive learning environment. I then took that chart and analyzed each occurrence of those
concepts within my lesson plans spanning over 2 years. To see the increase so drastic and so
consistent proves positive results in the increase of my positive classroom environment based off
my teaching philosophy concepts. Analyzing further to find more evidence of my teaching
philosophy was done by looking at my EdTPA Commentary. In each of these sections of
EdTPA, the breadth and depth of my responses is substantial. Adding research and direct lesson
areas where student voice is the focus and embracing diversity and support in every section of
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my responses provides positive evidence of my teaching being based on my philosophy concepts
so that that I am creating a positive learning environment with my students.
Limitations
While the results of the action research project have shown positively and suggest that I
have made progress in my goals and becoming a stronger educator as I continue, there were a
few large limitations during this project. The greatest limitation that I faced were the effects of
the COVID-19 virus that first presented itself in 2020 and is still ongoing in 2021. This virus has
forced us into a world-wide pandemic of uncharted territory. The COVID-19 virus forced the
closure of all schools and public businesses across the state in March of 2020. While the
guidance on the opening of schools and businesses has fluctuated tremendously, the result was
that schools were to remain virtual to keep social distancing and safety protocols in place. This
put my action research based solely on virtual teaching. Students began the 2020-2021 school
year on their computers at home. Teaching physical education to elementary school students has
been a great limitation on my instruction which has a repercussion effect on my data collecting
abilities. In looking at teaching strategies, differentiation techniques and the depth of my lesson
plans, I was limited in what I could do with my students. Being completely virtual, we could not
require any equipment, limiting our lessons and differentiation techniques for individual
students. Each of these research questions stems back to a positive classroom environment and
being limited to a virtual classroom environment, my data is lacking depth because I do not have
control over my student’s physical environment. Teaching in person would have given my action
research a much clearer picture of my teaching strategies, differentiation techniques and best
practices regarding a positive classroom environment.
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A second limitation, with respect to the COVID-19 pandemic, was the overwhelming
nature of my responsibilities. Because the virus shut down schools and businesses, that meant my
own children were at home as well. I have a second grader and kindergartner in virtual school
and a two year old at home with me while I was teaching virtually to my elementary school
students. This put an enormous stress on my family and my teaching. My lesson plans could
have been more thorough with more time, my instruction could have been more student specific
and content specific vocabulary with more time to plan and less stress in my personal
environment. Teaching from home, with children at home, put a large limitation on my data and
the results of my action research project as well.
The COVID-19 virus also created a limitation on my data collection time frame. Because
we were 100% virtual, it was difficult to keep students accountable and logging in to physical
education class. This gave minimal data on minimal students’ participation. If the time frame of
data collection had started at the beginning of the year instead of the middle of the year, I would
have substantially more data to analyze.
Future Goals
After completing this project I have a few goals that I would like to work on in the future.
The first is that of being a consistent learner. I do not want to finish this project and my master’s
degree and going in to teaching with a closed mind. While I have done a lot of research and
practice and teaching, I know that I am a human and need to consistently be learning from my
students and from the current research. We should never stop learning ways to improve and
grow. I will lean on my Professional Learning Community, SHAPE America Conferences and
resources and my students to continue to develop new ways to connect with my students in
creating a positive learning environment.
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Another goal of mine is to be a reflective teacher. I know that teachers set goals with their
supervisors each year and reflect on those but I want to take it a step further just as this action
research project did. I want to look back on my lessons and see where improvements could
happen and what strengths I can continue with. We are lifelong learners but in order to be
successful, we must also be reflective of the positive and negatives that have happened along the
way and use those to better our instruction and practice.
Conclusion
The process of this Action Research Project has given me a new outlook on what it
means to be a solid teacher. Through the research process and diving deeper into studies of best
practices and differentiation techniques in order to be a positive teacher, I have learned that there
are areas I am succeeding in and areas that I can always be improving. The results of this project
have shown that I am making the correct adjustments and improvements in both my planning
and instruction to continue to work with my students to create a positive learning environment.
As I said previously, however, I aim to be a life-long reflective learner who continues to strive to
be better and this project has given me some ideas of aspects I can always be improving in as a
well-rounded educator teaching from my heart to create a positive learning experience for all of
my students.
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APPENDIX B
Lesson Plan September 2020
Lesson Plan

Teacher Candidate:

Leah Jones

Date of Lesson:

Lesson Title/Description: Fitness Unit: Cardiovascular Health
Lesson # 1 of 3 Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30 Minutes, 2nd grade
Standards:

Central Focus:

Learning Targets:

Standard 2: The
physically literate
individual applies
knowledge of
concepts, principles,
strategies and tactics
related to movement
and performance.

Students will be able to define
characteristics of cardiovascular
endurance. (Making our hearts
strong, resting heart rate,
exercise heart rate, heart rate
recovery, rate of perceived
exertion)

Students will give answers to
create a class chart from the
activity “This or That”.
Students will participate in a
group activity where their
cardiovascular endurance is
being worked and increasing.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
The students have been taught the warm up songs and movement patterns that we use in these
lessons as well as the yoga sequence cards. I have been using the fitness unit language in the
previous lessons to prepare the students for this new unit of fitness. We have discussed the
components of fitness as a whole and are now doing a closer study on three of the major
components of fitness: cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and flexibility.
How I know the students have this:
The previously lessons of the dances were explicitly taught with formative assessments
throughout and ended with summative assessments to demonstrate their movement abilities
and knowledge on content specific vocabulary. There were exit tickets from each student
regarding their comfort levels on the movement sequences and vocabulary used for those
lessons before adding on to them with these next units.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Cardiovascular Endurance, Muscular Strength, Flexibility, demonstrate/discuss, think-pairshare, characteristics, physically literate, PE Standards, learning target, central focus,

Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
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Class discussions with ample time for student responses, exit ticket for student responses
without students having to answer in front of peers/teachers, fill in the blank opportunities on
class chart, “This or That” activity: answers are using academic language and in full
sentences (example: jumping jacks are a cardiovascular endurance movement because my
heart rate is increasing quickly),
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson:
Connecting the movements in class to activities they do outside of class that give them the
same feeling (increasing cardiovascular endurance),

How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic &
cultural diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
The activities for these lessons are whole or small group based so I will ensure each group
has a variety of levels of learners present. Pre-requisite knowledge will be discussed but also
on posters as well as small sheets placed by each group/station/activity. During group
discussions, there will be conversations and demonstrations about different ways to increase
your cardiovascular endurance based on your family and cultural differences-discussions and
connections to our diverse history- as well as playing and moving to music from different
cultures and talking about ways this increases their cardiovascular health.

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Music and speakers
Could use a quizlet as students summative exit tickets

Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Music: Wavin’ Flag, Pump up the Volume, Yoga cool down music
Large paper and stand, markers (class chart)
I know vs Now I know activity papers, buckets labeled for I know and Now I Know
This or That activity cards-laminated & magnet on the back, laminated and magnetic board
with a T-Chart pre-written: Cardiovascular Health vs Other
Yoga cards
Column on attendance sheet for student participation/understanding of new
concepts/movements.
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
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Include “look fors” and other ways
you’ll observe and check with students
to be sure they are engaged in the
learning.
Motivation/Hook:

Include evidence of student
engagement that you’ll include / watch
for to monitor student learning

-Greet students at the door before
entering the gym. (watch for students
emotional state; who is ready, who might
be having an off day-find those students
when warming up in our own space to
quickly check in individually.)
-Have students hook up (arms crossed
and rolled up, legs crossed while
standing, tongue on the roof of your
mouth ready for instructions)
-Prompt students to guess which warm up
dance we are doing (give hints based on
figure 8 movement, squat and hands up
movement, tell them it mentions a flag,
etc)
-Ask for the 3 components of fitness we
have been mentioning (cardiovascular
health, muscular strength, flexibility)-Tell
students we will be focusing on
cardiovascular health for the next couple
days. Today’s activities will be all about
our hearts! (Make note of who does not
raise their hands to answer the questionschecking for pre-requisite knowledge)
-WISG (when I say go…) move around
in space skipping until I give further
directions to move to your own space for
our warm up to “Wavin’ Flag” and then
we’ll work our hearts…..GO (High-fives
as they enter the gym, visual check in
with students and mentally assess which
students may need extra support this
class)

-Students greet teacher and ask
questions or make a comment before
class begins.

Motivation/Hook:

-Students hook up (watch if some
students are not hooking up and
distracted or if some students are
having a hard time with the hook upyounger grades)

-Students give guesses (watch for who is
guessing and what they guess-make
notes of other songs they are guessing
and would want to do for another class
period)
-Students respond (make note if
responses are not correct and what they
are-where does more pre-teaching need
to occur in future lessons?)

-Remind students of personal and
general space

-Students enter the gym and move
around in their own space. Teacher
moves with them after the last student
enters the gym. (watch for participation,
monitor if students are grouping
together while warming up)
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

-FREEZE (demonstrate by freezing with
hands on knees, watch that everyone
freezes quickly and is watching teachers
eyes for directions)
-WISG, find your home base and do
pretend jump rope until everyone is at
their home base, GO (make note of who
begins jumping vs hopping at their home
base-two feet vs one foot. Briefly discuss
in as a class once everyone is ready).

-Students freeze with hands on their
knees wherever they are in the gym.
(Look around to make sure students are
facing you and have hands on kneespraise students who froze quickly and
those who turned their bodies around to
see you).
-Students quickly go to their home base
spot and begin jumping in place as
others make their way to their spots.
(watch for those who walk vs jog to
their spots, make note of any students
who are having a difficult time finding
their spots, give class encouragement
for who is going quickly and working
hard)

-Ask the class to remind you what song
we are warming up to before we begin
our lesson.
-Demonstrate one movement to studentsfigure 8 with your arms, then ask for
students to demonstrate another
movement from the song (squat down
followed by hands above head, big arm
circles overhead and down to toes,
forward-forward-back-back steps, knee
ups, arms bent for getting stronger-these
are pre-taught and have been rehearsed
all year long-quick checkin/reminders)
(watch for students who are looking
around for reminders before doing
movements)
-Start Wavin’ Flag song and movement
dance, leading the class in the front of the
gym as they follow along as well. (As
you’re teaching, watch for students who
may fall behind, encourage them to stop,
see where we are and continue along.
Remind students that this is just to get
warmed up, the important thing is that
we’re having fun, trying our best and
getting our bodies ready for more
movement).

-Students yell out “Wavin’ Flag”
-Students demonstrate movements

-Students follow movement sequence to
the song in their own space by their
home spot. (Watch for students who
may disengage as the music begins and
encourage movement by everyone.
Make note if some students have
forgotten some of the movements)

-Students jog to the center circle, sit
with hands in lap and are watching for
directions. (Are students focused, do
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now, WISG, show me how fast you can
meet me in the center circle and sit on
your gluteus maximus for another
activity….GO!

-Students, we are going to go over a few
new vocabulary terms and movements to
get us ready for another movement
activity. I need a few minutes of learning
then we’ll spread out and move again.
Two hands up if you’re ready for that
challenge?
-Ask what the 3 major components of
fitness we have been hearing:
Cardiovascular Endurance, Muscle
Strength, Flexibility. (Make note if they
remember these 3 major componentswhere does more pre-teaching need to
happen?)
-Teach cardiovascular endurance: getting
your heart pumping more blood through
its vessels and making your heart strong.
Discuss differences between heart getting
stronger and your muscles getting
stronger (remind students that their heart
is a muscle as well): what does that feel
like, ask students to turn to their neighbor
and share quickly. (Watch for students
who are not giving
answers/participating)
-Show activity cards “This or That” and
the T-chart for Cardiovascular Health and
Other. Ask for student demonstrations of
one of each category(jumping jacks vs
squats). Which one made your heart beat
faster (cardiovascular health) which one
of you felt your muscles working harder
10min or stretching out (other-muscular
strength/flexibility) Explain that we will
be doing these movements then deciding,
as a class, which category they should go
on our T-Chart. Ask for repeat of
directions from students. (I show a
______(card), we all _______(practice
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they need more movement or
interaction?)

-All students, hopefully, raise two
hands.

-Students call out the 3 components. (if
students are not calling them out but a
few are raising their hands, call on one
who has their hand raised for one
example then call on someone who does
not-by hearing one example it should
trigger their recollection of another
example)

-Students turn and talk
(10seconds)(does anyone not turn and
talk, go talk with them quickly)
-Students offer to demonstrate a
movement. Whole class demonstrates a
movement.

-Students fill in the blanks (watch for
students responses. Remind students
they can turn and check with a partner
if they want/need)
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for 30 seconds), then we choose if it is
_______(cardiovascular health) or
______(other) (check for understanding,
see who responds and who does not.
Repeat directions and clarification
multiple times if needed)
-WISG, hop or gallop to your home base
and sit, GO
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-Students hop to their home base, sit and
are looking at the teacher.
-Students give thumbs up they are ready
or raised hands in they have questions.

-Remind students of the T-chart, 30
seconds of doing each movement then
freeze. I will ask for raised hands for
cardiovascular health and then raised
hands for other then we will do another
card until they are completed.

-Students do activities on cards then
raise hands for placement of each card
on the class T-Chart (watch for students
doing activities/needing modificationsdemonstrate if needed).

-Begin activity This or That. (As you do
movements with the students, watch to
see form and confidence-walk around to
students. Make notes of students who
need additional demonstrations, praise
students for working hard and growing
their brains and bodies.)

-Students freeze then sit.
-Students respond with “Cool Down and
stretch”
-Students do yoga and stretching as a
class to calm music. (watch for students
doing poses and ensure correct
movement-help with placement if
needed)

-FREEZE. Show me how fast you can sit,
GO
-We have to do what before we talk and
then dismiss from PE? (cool down)
-Today we are doing our yoga cards
sequence-Remind them that we hold each
pose for 10 seconds then shake it out and
do it again.
-Do cool down yoga cards (show one
card, to the students and tell them what it
is called, demonstrate and then have
students do it with you and hold-repeat
twice and do that with 5-10 cards
depending on time left in class (include
modifications for each Yoga pose) Leave
5-7minutes for exit slip activity at the
center circle).
-WISG, meet me in the center circle and
sit in a hook up, GO

-Students meet in center and hook up.
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Closure:

Closure:

-Discuss T-Chart and each movement we
placed on Cardiovascular side vs Other
side. Talk about those characteristics we
discussed in the beginning-heart beating
faster, sweating, pumping blood through
our vessels and to our hearts. Briefly
mention muscle strength and flexibility to
keep vocabulary words fresh. (make note
of students responses and if they need to
be more in depth or not)

-Students give responses and reasonings
for why we placed cards on each side.
Students give examples of outside of
class opportunities for cardiovascular
health too. (make note of students giving
examples of in class vs outside of class.
Expand on those examples).

-Explain exit slip: Two spots for answers:
One spot for something I know and one
for something that I know now after
class. Give 3-5minutes for them to write
(or ask for help writing/drawing) then
have students drop it in the box and line
up in a hook up (give example and watch
for student responses and questions)

-Students fill out their exit slip, drop it
in the box then line up to exit classstanding in a hookup in line.

5min

-High-fives as they leave class.

-After 5minutes, dismiss students to drop
their exit slip in the box and line up by
clothing/colors (everyone who has on a
long sleeve can line up, etc)

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and
learning collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Teacher notes on attendance sheets for participation/needing help/knowledge of “This or
That” cards
Exit slips with names showing what they know and what they learned
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional
Choices:
Brain-based movements: John Ratey, movement and the brain. I begin class right away with
movement to warm up the brain and get it ready for learning new knowledge. Once the brain
is ready we move to academic language and movements directly followed by more
movement to practice.
PE is hands on learning=lots of movement (moderate to vigorous physical activity-MVPA)
and practice, minimal “lecture”
Using cognitivism learning theory in connecting academic knowledge terms to real world
examples from their personal lives
Using constructivism learning theory in giving students these movements to practice on their
own and they develop a sense of what they feel like and what types of health they are
working on-putting students in charge of their learning, not just lecturing at them.
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APPENDIX C
Lesson Plan April 2021
Lesson Plan
Teacher Candidate: Leah Jones
Date of Lesson: 2/26/2021
Lesson Title/Description: Fitness Unit: Muscular Strength and Endurance
Lesson
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 30 Minutes, 4th Grade
# 1 of 3
Standards:
Central Focus:
Learning Targets:
Standard 3: The
physically literate
Students will be able to practice
Students will participate in and
individual
ways to increase their muscular
practice a fitness activity that
demonstrates the
strength and endurance,
demonstrates movements to
knowledge and
following teacher
increase their muscular strength
skills to achieve and demonstrations.
and endurance.
maintain a healthenhancing level of
Students will rate and discuss
physical activity and
their personal levels for the day
fitness.
before and after the lesson;
Engages actively in
discussing how the activity
the activities of
affected their mental/emotional
physical education
state that day (how they are
class, both teacherfeeling).
directed and
independent.
(S3.E2.4)
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
The students have been taught the warm up songs and movement patterns that we use in these
lessons as well as the yoga and stretching movements. I have been using the fitness unit
language in the previous lessons to prepare the students for this new unit of fitness. We have
discussed the components of fitness as a whole and are now doing a closer study on three of
the major components of fitness: cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength and endurance
and flexibility.
A previous lesson was on teaching cardiovascular endurance movement with practice doing
some muscular strength and endurance movements with the students. They are now being
explicitly taught those movements that were introduced in the last lesson.
How I know the students have this:
The previous lessons of the dances were explicitly taught with formative assessments
throughout and ended with summative assessments to demonstrate their movement abilities
and knowledge on content specific vocabulary. There were exit tickets from each student
regarding their comfort levels on the movement sequences and vocabulary used for those
lessons before adding on to them with these next units.
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Students ended a previous class with pear deck exit assessments to see which movements they
knew and which movements they learned in that class.
The previous lesson had students complete a pear deck assessment deciphering which
movements were cardiovascular endurance and which were other (muscular strength or
flexibility).
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
Cardiovascular Health, Muscular Strength and Endurance, Flexibility, demonstrate/discuss,
think-pair-share, characteristics, physically literate, PE Standards, learning target, central
focus.
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Class discussions with ample time for student responses, exit ticket for student responses
without students having to answer in front of peers/teachers, fill in the blank opportunities in
class discussion, Among Us google slides presentation: answers are using academic language
and in full sentences (example: push ups are a muscular strength and endurance movement
because my muscles get sore and tired quickly).
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and
or/interdisciplinary connections that will be made during the lesson:
Connecting the movements in class to activities they do outside of class that give them the
same feeling (increasing muscular strength and endurance).
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic &
cultural diversity, students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
The activities for these lessons are whole or small group based so I will ensure each group has
a variety of levels of learners present. Prerequisite knowledge will be discussed but also on
google slides presentations. During group discussions, there will be conversations and
demonstrations about different ways to increase muscular strength and endurance based on
family and cultural differences-discussions and connections to our diverse history as wellplaying and moving to music from different cultures and talking about ways this increases
their muscular strength and endurance.
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Music and speakers
Google slides presentation
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Music: Timber, #thatpower fitness music, Yoga cool down music
Among Us google slides presentation
Column on attendance sheet for student participation/understanding of new
concepts/movements.
Procedure: TEACHER
Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
DOES…
Include evidence of student
engagement that you’ll include /
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Include “look fors” and other
ways you’ll observe and check
with students to be sure they are
engaged in the learning.
Motivation/Hook:

watch for to monitor student
learning

-Students greet teacher and ask
questions or make a comment
before class begins.

2min

-Greet students as they enter the
online classroom. (watch for
students emotional state; who is
ready, who might be having an
off day, encourage students to
have their camera’s on so we can
see their faces. Let students unmute and ask questions or say hi
and tell you something about
their day-give ample time
throughout the lesson for
social/emotional check-ins)

2min

-Give students a brief overview
of the days lesson by showing
the outline (warm up, dance
routine, fitness activity, cool
down, skill focus, check-in time)
(Remind students to have their
own safe space and push in
chairs, clear the floor etc, have
water near by and to push the
raise your hand button on the
screen if they have a questions
because it is hard to see their
little actual hands raised)

Time
2min

-When showing the overview,
ask for student responses on what
a warm-up is, what part of our
body it helps, why we warm up,
what components of fitness could
we be working on-recap on the
previous lessons learning targets
(describing muscular strength
and endurance movements)
-WISG, back up from your
computer and lets warm up our
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Motivation/Hook:

-Students respond to fill in the
blank questions.

-Student back up and get space to
move (Watch for students who
turn on their cameras, encourage
students to warm up and have fun
with you)
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bodies and then have some fun
with dancing and fitness
activities…GO
-Present your screen and play
warm up music and go through
the warm-up with students,
describing the movements as you
switch from one to the next.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

1min

3min

-Ask the class to remind you
what song we are warming up to
before we begin our lesson.
-Demonstrate one movement to
students-clap and walk forward 8
counts- then ask students to call
out and demonstrate other
movement sequences from the
dance -these are pre-taught and
have been rehearsed all year
long-quick check in/reminders)
(watch for students who are
looking around for reminders
before doing movements)
-Start The Timber song and
movement dance, leading the
class as your screen is presenting
so they have a big visual of you
as they follow along as well. (As
you’re teaching, watch for
students who may fall behind,
encourage them to stop, see
where we are and continue
along. Remind students that this
is just to get warmed up, the
important thing is that we’re
having fun, trying our best and
getting our bodies ready for
more movement).

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
-Students yell out “Timber”
-Students demonstrate movements

-Students follow movement
sequences to the song in their own
space at home/where they are
doing comprehensive distance
learning. (Watch for students who
may disengage as the music
begins and encourage movement
by everyone. Make note if some
students have forgotten some of
the movements)
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

-Ask students what the 3 major
components of fitness we have
been hearing about and to type
them in the chat: Cardiovascular
Endurance, Muscle Strength,
Flexibility. (Make note if they
remember these 3 major
components-where does more
pre-teaching need to happen?)

-Students type in the chat the 3
components. (if some students are
not typing anything, read out the
answers that are being typed and
then call on someone who does
not type anything to type one of
the components they are hearing
or seeing-by hearing one example
it should trigger their recollection
of another example, or they can
type one they hear to encourage
long term memory by typing it).

-Remind me what we practiced
together yesterday?
2min

10min
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-Show google slides presentation
and remind students we are
diving deeper in to the next
component of physical fitnessMuscular Strength and
Endurance
-WISG, back up from your
screen and make sure you have
space to get your fitness on and
we will walk through each
exercise before we begin our
tabata. GO
-Walk through each slide
demonstrating the muscular
strength movement individually,
check for understanding and
demonstrations.
-Alright, next, the music will
begin. What you do when the
music begins? (you respond after
giving time for them to think and
say it out loud at their learning
space-remind students to say the
answers out loud at their houses)
Great! I see your mouths moving
😉 Now the music
freezes….What we do when the

-Students respond with
Cardiovascular Endurance
(Among Us) (listen for their
terms: making our hearts
stronger, breathing hard,
sweating, etc.)

-Students back up from the
screen. (note students who turn off
their screen during this part)

-Students repeat directions, one
step at a time, one step per
student.

-Students take 3 deep breaths
while I play music.
-Students begin doing fitness
movements from the slides.
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music freezes? (you respond with
take deep breaths and rest)
-Begin Among Us google slides
presentation and do tabata
workout with them and give
feedback throughout.
Closure:

4min

-Turn off tabata music and come
close to the screen. Ask students
what we need to do after
increasing our heart rates and
working our muscles? (students
raise hands or type in the chat to
cool down)
-We have to do what before we
talk and then dismiss from PE?
(cool down)

5min

-Today we are doing our yoga
cards sequence-Remind them
that we hold each pose for 10
seconds then shake it out and do
it again.
-Do cool down yoga cards (show
one card to the students and tell
them what it is called,
demonstrate and then have
students do it with you and holdrepeat twice and do that with 510 cards depending on time left
in class. Leave 2-4minutes for
closure discussion.
-Ask for closing comments and
questions in relation to the
muscular strength movements
and the Among Us activity: What
they liked best, did not like,
expand on ways to use these
movements in games inside or
outside the classroom. Discuss
what these movements could

Closure:

-Students respond with “Cool
Down and stretch”
-Students do yoga and stretching
as a class to calm music. (watch
for students doing poses and
ensure correct movement-help
with placement if needed)

-Students give examples and
reasonings.

-Students respond Muscular
Strength and Endurance,
Cardiovascular Endurance and
Flexibility (make notes of
language they use- reiterate the
academic language)
-Students say goodbye, ask any
questions, give comments of their
favorite parts, what they are going
to do with the rest of their day,
etc. (encourage social/emotional
check ins, see what is going well
for them, if they need any help
etc.)
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look like in their homes. Wrap up
with 3 components of fitness.

Students can un-mute and say
goodbye to the class.
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and
learning collected during/as a result of this lesson:
Teacher notes on attendance sheets for participation/needing help/knowledge of “This or
That” cards
Formative assessments and check for understandings in the chat room
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional
Choices:
Brain-based movements: John Ratey, movement and the brain. I begin class right away with
movement to warm up the brain and get it ready for learning knew knowledge. Once the brain
is ready we move to academic language and movements directly followed by more movement
to practice.
PE is hands on learning=lots of movement and practice (maximize MVPA), minimal “lecture”
Using cognitivism learning theory in connecting academic knowledge terms to real world
examples from their personal lives
Using constructivism learning theory in giving students these movements to practice on their
own and they develop a sense of what they feel like and what types of health they are working
on-putting students in charge of their learning, not just lecturing at them.
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APPENDIX D
Formal Observation #1
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Formal Observation #2
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Figure 1.0
Differentiation Techniques

Incorporating Differentiation Techniques within
Lesson Plans
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Variations Demonstrated

Supports for varied learning styles

The figure displays the increase in occurrences of specific types of differentiation that was
placed in three different lesson plans.
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Figure 2.0
Student View Of A Google Slides Presentation

This is one of the slides that students see during a google slides presentation. Each activity is
titled and the images are gif’s so they show the movement being performed. There is a
discussion about each movement, the students answer the question, and then the answer slides
up as the green circle shows above.
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Figure 3
Formal Observation Feedback

This formal observation was a conversation between my university supervisor and myself. I
took a voice recording of the conversation and transcribed the questions and responses. You
see a part of the transcription above.
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Figure 4
Mentor Teacher Interview

This interview was a conversation between my mentor teacher and myself. I took a voice
recording of the interview and transcribed the questions and responses. You see a part of the
transcription above.
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Figure 5
Principal Interview

This interview was a conversation between my mentor teacher and myself. I took a voice
recording of the interview and transcribed the questions and responses. You see a part of the
transcription above.
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Figure 6
Best Practices in Physical Education

Best Practices Supporting a Positive Learning
Environment
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Three lesson plans were analyzed to find the occurrences of three best practices being used in
teaching physical education.
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Figure 7
Teaching Philosophy Concepts

The list is of 12 concepts from my Teaching Philosophy that could be identified within my
teaching and document analysis.
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Figure 8
Philosophy Of Teaching Concepts

Concepts of Philosophy of Teaching
Content knowledge
Consistent expectations
Consistent routine

Main Concepts

Positive introduction to class activites (happy endorphins)
Lifelong learning
Emotional safety
Physical safety
Independent learners (self motivated)
Varied instruction (visual, kinesthetic, auditory)
High expectations
Emotional check in's
Opportunities to produce knowledge
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The graph shows the occurrences of each of the concepts of my teaching philosophy that were
identified within my lesson plans.
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Figure 9
Mock EdTPA Commentary

Screen shot of one question from the Mock EdTPA Commentary answering the question
regarding an emotionally and physically safe classroom environment.
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Figure 10
EdTPA Commentary Question

Screen shot of one question from the EdTPA Commentary answering the question regarding
an emotionally and physically safe classroom environment.
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Figure 11
EdTPA Commentary Question

Screen shot of one question from the EdTPA Commentary answering the question regarding
how my lesson plans build upon each other.

